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C H A P T E R - I 
1 
In the Indian society caste dynamics have been one of the 
most pertinent forces that have shaped social systems, individual 
lives and goals. Caste has played a very important role in strat-
ifying the Indian society. This stratification is not only at 
the horizontal level, namely, that of creating different classes 
and grovjps but also at the vertical level, namely in terms of 
creating hierarchies of lower and higher, qualitatively inferior 
and qualitatively superior groups. 
This stratification has a history of thousands of years 
and is thus embedded in the very fabric of the Indian culture. 
Broadly speaking we may say that the Indian society is bifurcated 
into the scheduled class and the non-scheduled class. Although 
in reality many finer sub-divivisions exist which are important 
and meaningful in their own right, this break up into scheduled 
caste and non-scheduled caste is of the utmost pertinence, 
socially as well as psychologically and will suffice for the 
purposes of the present investigation. The scheduled caste (SC) 
have suffered all sorts of exploitations and humiliations for 
centuries and thus they may be considered socio-culturally 
deprived. Non-scheduled castes, despite certain hierarchies 
amongst themselves may, by and large, be considered socio-
culturally non-deprived, the hierarchies amongst them existing 
primarily at the economic level. 
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Post-independent India saw a concern and commitment for 
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the uplift of the down trodden commxinities. This was primarily 
due to Mahatma Gandhi's efforts and also to the democratic 
climate which ensued. Concerted efforts were made to find out 
systematically the genesis of the problem and to study the 
nature of categories of scheduled caste and scheduled tribes 
so that the matter could be attacked at the very base. The 
implication of these divisions for human justice, dignity, and 
equality led Mahatma Gandhi to launch a struggle against untouch-
ability, and the Harijan class was bom. The Mahatma's endeavour 
was to lift the barriers which had kept one category of humans 
outside the limits of dignity and rights, and not create a 
class. The fact that the noble ideals of Gandhi when translated 
by society, so beshackled by class destination, as to create a 
separate Harijan class, (with all its derogatory implications), 
speaks for the deep rootedness of the caste system. Some positive 
changes have been achieved, only a cynic would deny it but 
equality has not been achieved. A better name - Harijan - is 
used, but beyond the semantic modification, not much concrete 
change has ensued. Educational and professional facilities at 
the policy level have helped to raise the standards of Harijans 
but the attitude of the so called upper classes to Harijans still 
remains derogatory, therefore changes have been extrinsic and 
not necessarily intrinsic. 
Millions of scheduled castes are living in complete 
isolation/ utter poverty/ ignorance and serfdom for centuries. 
There are reports from all parts of the country about ill 
treatment of Harijans and of growing tension in rural areas 
stemming from an open confrontation between landless Harijans. 
Labourers and the propertied class. In some parts of our 
country Harijans are still required to perform menial duties 
for small quantities of grain given to them at the end of the 
harvest. They are still not allowed to wear shoes before the 
Brahmins in some parts of the country. 
Scheduled caste and Scheduled tribes comprise about 
25% of the total Indian population (15% scheduled caste and 
7% scheduled tribes). 
There are several terms such external castes, Harijans* 
untouchables/ the cleans and outcastes have been used to refer 
to this social category. Scheduled caste people (Harijans) are 
known by various names, depending upon their nat\are of occxjpation, 
Indie being a multilingual country, the connotation for different 
occupations are different in different languages. So names of 
Harijans differ from place to place and state to state. Scheduled 
castes are known by various names in different states of India 
such as - Balmiki, Barar, Bauria, Chamar, Dagi, Dhogri, Ga>gra, 
Gandhila, Khatik, Kori, Megh, Nat, Pasi, Perna, Baisew, Bambhai, 
Dhor, Mang, Gands, Baghuti, Bewar, Basar, Chandal, Dobm, Gour, 
Mochi, etc. The sximmary of the various names of Harijan castes 
engaged in different occupation in different states are given 
in Appendix -1, and Harijan population, their percentage to 
total population are given in Appendix-11. 
It is interesting to note that the negative connotations 
associated with these names can be seen in popular usage of some 
of these terms in general language to denote some derogatory 
quality* for example, Chandal and Gavar are used as adjectives 
to humiliate or insult some one. 
Although the government and social welfare agencies 
have done considerable work to improve the conditions of scheduled 
caste and backward caste people since independence, even then, 
they are still academically, socially, and economically backward. 
Centuries of disadvantage, absorbed within their social and 
perceptual perspectives can not be easily overcome in a few 
decades. Thus, caste in the Indian society is one of the most 
important factors which determines the perceptions, needs, 
values, attitudes and perhaps the total behaviour pattern of 
the individuals. 
One of the most crucial explanatory factors with regard 
to human behavioural dynamics is the factor of motivation, which 
st«ns basically from the concept of needs. A need is defined 
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as "a construct which stands for a force ... in the brain 
region, a force which organizes perception, apperception, 
intellection, and action in such a way as to transform in a 
certain direction an existing unsatisfying situation. A need 
is sometimes provoked directly by internal processes of a certain 
kind ... but, more frequently by the occurrence of one of a 
few commonly effective press (environmental forces). Thus, it 
manifests itself by leading the organism to search for or to 
avoid encountering, or when encountered, to attend and respond 
to certain kinds of press ... Each need is characteristically 
accompanied by a particular feeling or emotion and tends to 
use certain modes ... to further its trend. It may be weak or 
intense, momentary or enduring. But usually it persists and gives 
rise to a certain course of overt behaviour, which changes the 
initiating circumstance in such a way as to bring about an 
end situation which stills, (appeases or satisfies) the organisms" 
(Murray, 1938). 
We find from this definition that the concept of need 
is granted an abstract or hypothetical status but is neverthe-
less linked to underlying physiological processes in the brain. 
It seems that needs may be either internally ^ aroxised or set into 
action as a result of external stimulation. In either case, 
the need produces activity on the part of the organism and 
maintains this activity until the organism - environment 
situation has been altered so as to reduce the need. Some needs 
are accon^ sanied by particular emotions or feelings, and they 
are effective in producing the desired end state. 
There are six major points inherent in Murray's definition 
of need accompanied by corollary actions:. 
1. "A need is a construct", i.e. a term made by men, 
2. "Which stands for a force" i.e. there is a power and 
strength within the person, 
3. "In the brain region", i.e. the regnaney idea that 
persohality stems from the brain, 
4. "Which organises actions", i.e. it is more than just 
haphazard activity, 
5. "So as to transform in a certain direction", i.e. the 
person is going to be different as the result of a 
need* 
6. "An existing, unsatisfying situation", i.e. need grows 
out of dissatisfaction to lead to a goal of 
satisfaction. 
Corollaries on a minor level are as follows* 
1. The need may be provoked by internal processes or more 
frequently by environmental forces. 
2. Need is accompanied by a particular feeling or emotion 
3. It may be momentary or enduring. ^ 
4. It may be weak or intense. 
5. It usually persists and given rise to a certain source 
of overt behaviour or fantasy, 
Murray states that the existence of a need can be inferred 
on the basis of (a) the effect or end result of the behaviours, 
(b) the particular pattern or mode of behaviour involved (c) the 
selective attention and response to a particular class of stimulus 
objects (d) the expression of a particular emotion or effect and 
(e) the expression of satisfaction when a particular effect is 
achieved or disappointment when the effect is not achieved (Murray 
1938). 
According to the above definition and criteria for 
inferring or classifying social needs, Murray (1938), following 
the intensive study of fe small number of subjects, arrived at a 
tentative list of twenty needs viz. need for abasement, achievement 
affiliation, aggression, autonomy, counteraction, defendance, 
deference, dominance, exhibition, harmavoidance, infavoidance, 
nurturance, order, play, rejection, sentience, sex, succorance 
and understanding. Although, this list has been subjected to 
considerable modification and elaboration, the original twenty 
needs remain highly representative. The list of twenty needs 
and their definitions as given by Murray are not present in all 
people. Some/neV^ er experience certain needs in their life times 
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while others may rxon the gamut of the entire list and do so in 
a relatively short period of days and weesX. In order to make 
it more clear, Murray has divided these needs into five types: 
1. Primary and secondary types of needs comprising of 
viscerogenic and psychogenic needs. 
2. Proactive and reactive types of needs* the proactive 
needs being largely determined from within and reactive being 
activated in response to some environmental events, 
3. Overt and covert types of needsj Overt needs expressing 
themselves inmotor behaviour while covert needs usually belonging 
to the world of fantasy and dreams. 
4. Focal and diffuse types of needs: Focal consisting of 
these needs which can be satisfactorily met by a specific object, 
diffuse needs having more general and universal object significance 
5. Effect and modal types of needs; An effect needs being 
is one which leads to a direct and identifiable goal objects, 
whereas modal needs involve doing something with a certain 
degree or excellence or quality. 
If we view the life realities faced by the class of i-_-_ 
people falling at a drastically sub-average position for 
centuries on the hierarchical continuQm of social and economic 
level within the perspective of Murray's theory, we are struck 
with the fact that a history of disappointments and non-
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satisfaction of needs, both in Mvirray's system and the system 
of Maslow, which will be briefly referred to in a forthcoming 
paragraph, begin at the level of physiological, sxirvival or 
viscerogenic needs going upwards to encompass the comparatively 
higher needs. Due to discriminations and ruthless exploitation, 
this class has struggled over the centuries for the mere 
satisfaction of survival needs. The question of higher-order 
satisfaction was an unthinkable dream. The changed perspective 
due to policy changes as well as democratic pressures have 
externally changed the situation somewhat but is there a change 
at the level of need patterns experienced by the scheduled caste 
is a question worth probing. 
Maslow (194 3) prominent humanistic psychologists has 
also propounded a theory of human motivation that differentiates 
between basic needs and meta needs* The basic needs are those 
of hunger, air, affection, security, self-esteem and the like. 
Metaneeds, according to him, are those of justice, goodness, 
beauty, order, unity and so forth. The basic needs are deficiency 
needs whereas the metaneeds are growth needs. The basic needs 
are prepotent over the mateaneeds in most cases and are arranged 
in a hierarchical orders. But the metaneeds have no hierarchy. 
They are equally important and can be easily substituted for one 
another. Metaneeds are as instinctive or inherent in humans as 
Ij 
the basic needs are and when they are not fulfilled the person 
may become sick, '^ese metapathologies consist of such states 
as alienation, anguish, apathy, cynicism. 
Maslow after an extensive survey proposed six degrees 
of need priority which lead to psychological health. The first 
and second are of the lower order and are most potent. If first 
two, i.e. Physiological needs and safety needs, are not met, the 
others cannot be met either. Thus, belongingness, love, slef-
esteem, and self-actualization are considered to be of a higher 
nature. 
Maslow, in explaining the six needs felt that achieving 
the one/drives a person on to the next higher level. However, 
an unsatisfied needs, at the lower end of the structure will 
dominate the higher human needs, "Bread before Bach". Maslow has, 
thus, arranged the needs in a hierarchical order beginning from 
the physiological needs at the base to the self actualization 
needs at the top. Maslow has also emphasized that an individual's 
lower need must be satisfied before the higher needs can operate. 
It is clear from the interpretatioti of the hierarchical 
order of the needs that when the physiological needs are not 
adequately satisfied, the esteem needs and the need for self-
actualization can not emerge. In fact this is one of the basic 
obstacle to social and national developments in India. The basic 
needs of hunger, thirst, clothing and housing have not been 
adequately satisfied for iaore than 45% of the people in general 
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and scheduled caste people in particular. It is obviously futile 
to expect the scheduled caste and other backward communities who 
do not possess adequate nutrition etc. to express self-esteem 
and become highly productive to accelerate the economic and 
overall development of the country. 
At the same time, the deprivation that we are talking 
about is not a phenomenon confined to an individual and to one 
life span but acuraulative deprivation which has permeated into 
the very psyche and become an intrinsic part of the person. The 
manner in which the needs are manifested and uniquenesses, if 
any appear, would be an interesting aspect of the investigation. 
In fact the most fundamental explanatory factor for 
behavioural distinctiveness is the factor of motivation and 
other partinent dimensions came into existence within its 
framework. Since needs, even the primary physiological ones, 
come into a particular form through the individual's cognitions, 
perceptions, reinforcements and failures, the common needs 
exhibited in the need patterns manifested by a particular 
collectivity is a good indicator of certain core characteris-
tics of that group. When McClelland refers to the American 
society as the achieving society it is basically a description 
of a particular need pattern existing. Such distinctivenesses 
reflect the priorities aspirations and goals of that group. 
Within the Indian milieu, many different strains of uniquenesses 
exist. A study of need patterns of two groups would be a 
meaningful indications of peculiarities of those groups. Since 
the groups which the present investigator desires to study are 
the scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste groups, the 
particular needs to be studied were selected accordingly. Theor-
etically and conceptually we have reason to probe certain needs 
more then others, as far as scheduled caste is concerned. Need 
for achievement. Affiliation, Aggression, Abasement, and 
Dominance, seem to be pertinent needs to investigate. 
Need for achievement is an important force for the self 
reliant human being. Need for achievement has been defined as 
... the desire or tendency to do things as rapidly and/or as 
well as possible (Murray, 1938). The antecedents of individual 
differences in the achievement motive have been of considerable 
interests to those working with this variable. McClelland, 
Atkinson, Clark & Lowell (1953) hypothesized that motives are 
learned on the basis of the type of affective experiences 
which are associated with specific kinds of behaviour. With 
n-achievement, the relevant behaviour should be that which 
occurs in situations involving standards of excellence and 
competitions to attain these standards. If a child is raised 
in such a way that competition is stressed, such as when the 
child is expected to perform well on various tasks by him 
self and positive reinforcement is provided for doing well and 
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negative reinforcement provided for failure, the strength of 
the childs' motive to achieve should be relatively high. On 
the other hand, if competition is not stressed, if little 
encouragement is given to compete for standards of excellence, 
and if parents are equally accepting of success and failure, a 
strong achievement motive would not be expected to develop. 
We could assume on general grounds, that there are 
marked difference among cultures in the stress on achievement 
and success and marked differences among families within a 
culture. McClelland and his associates (1953) suggested the 
hypothesis that individuals with high achievement motivation 
had been forced to master problems on there own more often and 
earlier than individuals with low achievement motivation. Thus, 
a community which has been deprived for centuries, with all 
desires to achieve and excel environmentally thwarted, this 
personality dimension should be studied to reveal important 
information. 
Some studies have been conducted to investigate 
n-achievement among scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste. 
For example, Rosen (1962); Srivastava & Tiwari (1969); Angelini 
et. al. (1970); Morsback (1969); found that subjects coming from 
the lower stratum of the society show low achievement motive 
than the subjects coming from higher stratum of the society. 
Similarly, Muthuyga & Rajeshwari (1968) found that backward 
I t 
classes have a lower mean n-aqhievement score than the normal 
groi^). But the mean difference is not significant indicating 
that the backward and the normal group (children) did not differ 
in their need achievement. Some other studies such as Uhx (1969) 
Nyard (1969) and Ojhe (1979) reported higher achievement motiva-
tion among higher SES group and lower n-achievement among lower 
SES group. De Board (1969) foxind that home environment has 
direct influence on achievement in Negro as well as white 
culturally disadvantaged boys. Santrock & Wohlford (1970) and 
Lott and Lott (1963) observed that whites have stronger need 
for achievement than the Negros. Soares and Scares (1971) have 
found that disadvantaged children have greater discrepancy 
between aspiration and achievement. Hussain (1977) has also 
reported that the members of scheduled caste and scheduled tribe 
showed more negative self-image, higher degree of anxiety, 
authoritarianism, dependent pronenes, and love, need for 
achievement than those of higher caste people. Recently, Sinha 
^ Ojha (1983) and Alam (1986) found that the non-scheduled caste 
boys are significantly higher on n-achievement than the scheduled 
caste boys. Similarly, better school children have also shown 
higher n-achievement level than ordinary school children. 
Finally, a significant interaction of caste, status and quality 
of schooling on achievement motivation indicated the dependency 
of the effect on caste-status on schooling and vice-versa. It 
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has also been suggested that need for achievement is related 
to a society's economics and business growth(McClelland 1965, 
1967; McClelland & Winter, 1969). 
Thus, if we find evidence of strong achievement 
motivation, we may be able to make predictions about the 
economic growth in that society. It has been observed that 
high n-achievement is related to various indices of economic 
growth and thus predicts it. 
Other psychological needs like affiliation, aggression, 
abasement, and dominance may also provide an important insight 
into the' behavioural dynamics of the scheduled caste and 
backward class. Affiliation which moves the individuals to seek 
and sustain numerous personal friendships reflects not only the 
gregariousness which forms an essential part of the human 
personality, but also indicates the importance of belongingness 
and sense of strength derived from the group. 
Aggression points towards the tendency to engage in 
behaviour which attacks or hurts others. It is pertinent to 
note that experimental evidences have clearly established that 
frustration of needs may give rise to the reaction of aggression. 
(Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer Sc Sears, 1939; Rosenzweig, 1939; 
Bateson, 1941; Maslow, 1941, 1943, 1970; Sears, 1951; Pareek, 
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1959, 1964; Palmer, 1960; Misra, 1979; Jamuar 6c Misra, 1961; 
Misra, 1981). Studying this need in the context of Harijan 
community would be extremely meaningful. 
Abasement refers to the tendency to express feeling of 
inferiority through self criticism, guilt or social importance. 
Dominance moves a person to seek and sustain leadership 
role in groups or to be influential in controlling individuals 
relationships. 
The pattern of the above needs amongst Harijan and non-
Harijan groups can shed valuable information with regard to them 
dynamics. 
Dhillon and Acharaya (1984) investigated the variations 
of need patterns in relation to three socio-economic classes. 
Among twenty needs as defined by Murray 1938, eight psychological 
needs, namely Need for deference, order, exhibition, autonomy, 
affiliation, abasement, change and achievement were investigated 
by these investigators. The investigators' observed no signifi-
cant difference in the need for order, exhibition, autonomy, 
affiliation, abasement, and change among these social classes. 
The significant difference were observed in the case of need 
for deference and need for achievement. Middle class showed 
highest need for deference followed by upper and the lower class. 
Dhillon Sc Acharaya also observed that male subjects have a higher 
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need for deference, affiliation, abasement, and change as 
compared to their female counterparts. Female subjects, on 
the other hand, have higher need for autonomy, and achievement 
as compared to male subjects. These findings are, however, 
contrary to popular notion and to the findings of other investi-
gators who found males to have a higher need for achievement 
than females (Panday & Tiwari, 1979; Hormer 1989). Ray (1984) 
examined various need patterns among scheduled tribe (Santhas 
Sc Koras) men and women as revealed through TAT responses. Seven 
needs, viz.-need for love, oral need, need for dependency, 
need for intra-aggression, need for sex, need for aggression 
and need for achievement were identified among four groups of 
scheduled tribe i.e. Santhals & Koras male and female. Ray 
observed that need for aggression and need for achievement have 
occupied the first two positions among all four groups, whereas, 
need for intra-aggression the last position among all groups. 
However, no difference was found between males and females as 
far as all these needs are concerned. Since there was no sex 
difference, rank position of the needs for the total groups 
were also determined. It was again found that need for aggression 
and need for achievement occupy the first two positions in the 
case of Santhals as well as Koras and last position by need 
for intra-aggression. Santhals considered need for sex to be 
less important than need for achievement. But for Koras need for 
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lovjp got third place of importance followed by need for sex and 
need for dependency, oral need occupied last position alongwith 
need for intra-aggression. 
The two groups of scheduled tribe i.e., Santhals and 
Koras were compared with the help of Chi-Square analysis which 
indicated that Santhals and Koras, irrespective of their s«x, 
did not differ significantly with respect to oral and need for 
dependency, need for intra-aggression, need for sex, need for 
aggression, and need for achievement. However, Santhals showed 
significantly more need for love than Koras. Although, the two 
tribal groups did not differ significantly with respect to oral 
need dependency, intra-aggression, sex, aggression, achievement, 
Santhals showed higher need for aggression and need for 
achievement. 
At best the results of the studied quoted above indicate 
an ambiguity which amply shows how within the broad category of 
backward class there are sub-groups showing different need 
patterns and trends. Another major drawback of most of the 
studies is that no non-scheduled class sample has been taken 
up to serve as a reference point from which to view the 
scheduled caste findings as reflecting some condition emerging 
from their particular situation. 
l i i 
In the present investigation an attempt has been made 
to study members belonging to the scheduled caste and the non-
scheduled caste residing in the same city and thus by and large 
being exposed to the same type of collective climate. Since the 
need patterns of both groups will be studied, it will elicit 
important information. The results when compared to results 
obtained by earlier investigators can also provide us with an 
index as to what changes have gradually taken place within the 
scheduled caste over the years. 
The second major variable which the investigator proposes 
to probe may be termed as "perception of deprivation". This 
variable has been selected by the investigator because it is a 
common observation that just as continuous pain may raise our 
threshold of pain to such an extent that we may become insensitive 
to minor pains, continuous deprivations may habituate a class to 
its conditions to such a high degree that sensitivity and 
perceptions of that deprivation may not be there. The position 
on the prolonged deprivation scale coupled with the individuals, 
perception of deprivation would doubtless give a much more 
complete picture of deprivation. Since the realization of 
deprivation vastly influences the cognitions and attitudes of 
the deprived, this variable cannot be ignored. Perception of 
deprivation may be defined as the degree to which a person has 
cognition or awareness of his situation in life with regard to 
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various necessities, and other goods associated with human 
living in the contextual framework of the social-economic 
realities of the time. In other words perception of deprivation 
is the experiential aspect of deprivations. 
No relevant literature can be quoted in the context. If 
at all it exists, it may be in the form of some stray references 
which have eluded the present investigator. It has been included 
within the framework of our investigation because an increasing 
emphasis on the individuals experience of a phenomenon rather 
than the more physical existence of the phenomenon is being given 
more and more attention by psycholotists. 
The variable of perception of deprivation becomes mean-
ingful in the context of the individuals' status with reference 
to deprivation. 
Deprivation is a hypothetical construct referring to all 
possible aspects of experiential input an individual has received 
during his life time. The socio-cultural life in any social 
setting has to be viewed as a continuum at one end of which 
lie those who have all the psychological/ physical, social 
economic as well as other facilities for fulfilment of their 
biogenic as well as socio-genic needs leading to varied experiences 
in life, while on the other end lie those who are materialistically, 
socially and psychologically handicapped in fulfillment of their 
needs and acquisition of diverse experiences. In view of the fact 
that accumulation of experiential variety and extent is an outcome 
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of relatively longer periods in a natural setting, it is usually 
considered advisable to add an epithet to the term deprivation 
and call it 'prolonged' deprivation. The concept of prolonged 
deprivation was initially used by Tripathi & Misra (1977). It 
is a multidimensional psychological construct embracing a wide 
range of environmental and organismic variables and refers to a 
dispossession or less of privileges, opportunities, material goods 
and the like relatively for a longer period (Tripathi S^ Misra 
1975; Misra Sc Tripathi, 1977) . It also refers to all possible 
aspects of experiential input of the individual during his life 
time. Newcomb (1970) and Legmier (1968) have defined prolonged 
deprivation as 'insufficient satisfaction of basic needs for a 
prolonged period'. 
The concept of prolonged deprivation provides an opportu-
nity to understand variations in psychological functioning in 
terms of experiential repertoire of the individual. Following 
this approach one can think of deprivation in terms of "deprivation 
of experiences". In any social group people grow with differential 
patterns of experiences which are the basic antecedents of growth 
and development of cognitive structures. It is expected that a 
better explanation can be put forward if one is able to isolate 
and determine the type and content of the experiential background 
of a person. It is evident from some sociological and anthropolo-
gical studies (Mandelbaum, 1970; Dube, 1974) that in India there 
are wide gaps and variations along socio-cultural experiences in 
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different social segments. High order of disparities are apparent 
in residential conditions, nutritional provisions and educational 
experiences. Individuals of various social segments of the popul-
ation grow with varied experiences due to their varied environments 
In facts Indian socio-economic set up provides a psychedelic array 
of hues with vast differences in experiential backgrounds. A large 
segment of rural and urban people in India still live at the barest 
subsistence level, suffering from under and malnutrition, socio-
cultural inequality and other serious handicapps such as lack of 
elementary medical, sanitary and euducational facilities. 
The psycho-sociogenic motives are largely acquired through 
experiences of social interaction in various settings. However, 
once acquired these motives profoundly influence the way in which 
individuals appraise the demands and constraints raised by social 
settings. In his comprehensive theory of human motivation Maslow 
(1970) has stated that under conditions of deprivation deficiency 
needs usually predominate; but after they have been met satisfac-
torily, human beings become more concerned with meeting higher-
order needs. Since satisfaction of motives depends upon the 
richness of resources available to individuals in t^eir environ-
ment, it can be safely assumed that prolonged deprivation would 
keep individuals more occupied with meeting deficiency needs 
and that their higher needs would not get adequate opportunities 
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for proper growth. Since development and growth of various 
psycho-sociogenic needs are largely determined by opportunities 
and experiences available to the individual it does not appear 
unreasonable to believe that individuals having varying degrees 
of experiences would show corresponding variations in their 
motivational patterns. 
It was, therefore, considered worthwhile to select some 
important sociogenic motives and assess their patterning. That 
caste is not merely a demographic denomination but also and 
more significantly, a psycho-social state characterized by certain 
needs, hope, fears, strivings, and aspirations, the two extreme 
caste groups, i.e. (scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste) and 
two sex groups, i.e. (male and female) under investigation may 
have different placings on the various sub-dimensions of the need 
scale. In view of our general observations about the socio-
cultural conditions of these caste groups their self-assessment, 
expectations and extent of their participation in the national 
life, certain hypotheses may be formulated about the ranking or 
the hierarchy of these needs and the expected strengths in which 
these needs would express themselves in the beahviour of the 
members of the two caste groups i.e. the Scheduled Caste and non-
Scheduled Caste, and among male and females separately in these 
caste groups. But to avoid any prejudgement it seems desirable 
to wait till we get at the actual results. 
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The investigator proposes to study not only the perceptioi 
of deprivation and need pattern of scheduled caste but aJ.so 
intends to encompass one of the most relevant biographical 
variables, namely, sex. Thus, women who ar,e traditionally more 
deprived than men will form an important aspect of the study 
and help us to determine how the deprived amongs the deprived 
stand on these important personality dimensions. Most scheduled 
caste women have to work as semi-skilled or unskilled labourers. 
The most satisfactory condition exists in Kerala but even in 
Kerala, where literacy is comparatively high, only 3 percent of 
Harijan women are literate, consequently they are incapable of 
participations in the field of fine arts or active politics in 
the state of the country. The role of scheduled caste women is 
restricted to providing entertainments through folk songs, dramas 
and other traditional arts and crafts. Scheduled caste women are 
extremely poor, illiterate, superstitious and suppressed under 
the weight of customs, sometimes borrowed from the orthodox high 
caste women. A newlywed scheduled caste women has no decision 
making authority in the affairs of the family. She, however, 
enjoys the freedom to choose to ease out of a difficult marriage 
and unbearable situations return to her natal family, particularly 
when her conjugal family is polyandrous and she has to share bed 
with her husbands' brothers whom she may or may not like. 
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In the rest of India^ including U.P. the scheduled caste 
women have an even more unfortunate lot. In rural areas, the 
burden of home responsibilities rests almost entirely on women, 
while the men have social sanction to drink, beat their wives 
etc. Scheduled caste women have to work within the family and 
outside their home. They are expected to earn and add to the 
family income. 
Politicians, social reformers, social scientists, 
historians etc. have had a tendency to focus attention, broadly, 
on discriminatory problems of scheduled caste in general but not 
enough on the women of this community in particular. Scheduled 
caste women since independence have been relatively neglected 
at least in terms of psychological and behaviour dynamics level 
studies. Thus, it is imperative to examine motivational patterns 
particular to this segment of the society as determined by 
their particular conditions in the overall perspective of the 
condition existing in the country in general. 
The All India Harijan Savak Sangh in 1971 proposed to 
study the special problems of scheduled caste women and make 
research based suggestions to remedy the situation. The secretary 
of the all India Harijan Savak Sangh in his brief note on the 
status of the scheduled caste women draw the attention of 
committee on educational, economic, social and political back-
wardness of Harijan women in the country (both in urban and 
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rural areas) . He stressed the point that .though most women in 
India were backward in general, "there are Harijan women in our 
country who are backwards among the backv»ards and therefore 
deserve special considerations not only to raise their status 
in their own communities but also to bring them on par with 
other women in all spheres of life". The committee, therefore, 
requested the Harijan Sevak Sangh to submit a research scheme 
to undertake the study of exploitation of scheduled caste women 
in three regions of India, namely. Northern parts of Karnataka, 
Chhatisgarh region in Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Kashi region in 
the north-western Uttar Pradesh, where the exploitations are 
much more than any where else. Similarly, the department of social 
welfare, government of India, convened its first meeting in 1977 
to make a conqjrehensive study of the existing status of Scheduled 
caste women in various spheres of Indian life viz. Economics, 
legel, political, social, educational and industrial. The idea 
was to find out the extent to which social changes have effected 
the status of Indian women since independence and to what extent 
the ameliorative provisions in the constitution of India for the 
scheduled caste have been helpful to percolate these changes in 
this field. It was noted that some progress markedly in urban 
areas had been achieved. But rural areas were still unaffected 
by any change in the status of scheduled caste women. The conditio 
may have improved in certain isolated pockets but there is still 
much to be desired in the overall picture. 
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Sachchidananda (1971) remarked that the Satnami movement was 
directed against the caste systems and often the authority of 
Brahmins. The result of this Satnami movement was that the 
Satnami women began to wear nose-ring and other ornaments simply 
to spite the Hindu social order, because at that time ornaments 
were supposed to be the traditional privilege of high caste 
hindu women. He refers to a number of religious movements which 
attempted to raise or equalise the status of scheduled caste. 
Broad changes effected by religious movements, and other macro-
level processes of changes such as westernization, have also 
affected the attitude towards SC people. 
Aims and Objectives of the Present Study; 
The psychologist is often accused of keeping himself 
aloof from real every day problems that influence the quality 
of human life. Unless a branch of knowledge contributes towards 
solving problems and concerns facing people and shows fresh 
direction containing hopes for betterment, it will not find 
popularity and acceptance. That is why we find that the Indian 
psychologist turning more and more towards problems confronting 
the nation like communal prejudice, intra-societal tensions 
and youth alienation. One of the major areas in which post-
independent India aspired to grow was in the area of justice 
and humanism with references to groups that had been victims of 
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caste exploitation. The father of the nation Gandhiji symbolized 
the nation's commitment to brotherhood and ecjuality for the 
suppressed classes by calling the scheduled caste 'Harijans' or 
children of God, thus calling in question the age old customs 
of ostracising the SC from Mandirs and places of worship centuries 
of wrong can not be undone by the good intentions of some human-
itarians, Gandhiji's contribution was unparalleled since he 
directed attention and awakened the conscience of the nation 
towards injustice being traditionally done to fellow human 
beings. For us who have inherited the mission it is important 
to plan programmes and strategies of action based on enpirical 
information about these groups. It will perhaps require many 
decades or even centuries for these vertical walls to give way 
to a uniform society In which the concept of SC group would not 
exist. Theoretically, that would be the end goal towards this 
mission. 
Motivation is the fundamental force moving people and 
societies. Without knowing motivational patterns and peculiari-
ties of a particular collectivity, no plan of action can be 
realistically undertaken. Through this study we will get an 
idea of the prevailing patterns of needs, wants and satisfactions 
of the Harijan community. To what extent the distance between 
the scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste has been briged 
through developmental programmes undertaken by government bodies 
and social welfare organization can also be gauged. 
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Awareness and sensitivity to one's condition and injustice 
mated out is the first step towards the awakening of a community. 
If injustice has nullified our sensitivities to such an extent 
that we neither expect nor aspired for justice then the case 
would be hopeless. The variable of perception of deprivation was 
introduced to study this aspect of the problem. The position on 
prolonged deprivation scale coupled with the individual's percep-
tion of his condition would elicit forth meaningful information. 
Another matter of vital social concerns is about the 
condition of women in a particular society. Although in the Indian 
context even the non-scheduled caste women would probably feel 
discriminated against in comparison to the male sample of the 
group^ the case of scheduled caste women would perhaps be even 
more pitiable. However* in view of distinct gender roles and 
varying gender conditions existing on the whole the comparison 
of SC women was focally made with non-SC women. In any case a 
study of women of the SC group or any other group is totally 
Justified in its own right in view of the policy emphasis 
towards justice to women. 
If some information gaps are bridged through the findings 
of this investigation, it would have served its purposes. 
Thus, the scope of this research is extremely broad and 
comprehensive which would elicit important information about 
five important needs, namely, affiliation, achievement,aggression. 
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abasement and dominance, and deprivation level of scheduled 
caste and non-scheduled caste males and females. Three levels 
of comparisons would be encompassed in this project for this 
purpose (1) Comparison between Scheduled Caste and Non-Scheduled 
Caste subjects in the context of the variables of need patterns 
and perception of deprivation. (2) Comparison between Scheduled 
Caste men and Scheduled Caste women in terms of the aforementioned 
variables, and (3) Comparison between Scheduled Caste women and 
Non-Scheduled Caste women. 
The findings of these comparison would facilitate 
immensely in the structuring of developmental programmes for 
the down trodden communities. 
C H A P T E R - I I 
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METHODOLOGY 
As Stated in the preceding chapter, the present study 
was undertaken to probe certain dimensions of behaviour amongst 
scheduled and non-scheduled caste subjects. The specific dimen-
sions studies were in terms of needs manifested and in terms of 
the variable of the perception of deprivation. Since sex is a 
very important variable in the Indian milieu, this variable was 
taken into consideration in our analyses. The sample was thus 
divided into four groups in the following manner: (1) Scheduled 
caste men (2) Scheduled caste women (3) Non-Scheduled caste 
men (4) Non-Scheduled caste women. Suitable inter groups compari-
sons were conducted for the five needs measured, namely, affili-
ation, achievement, aggression, abasement and dominance. The 
rationale for studying these particular needs has already been 
given in the first chapter. This conparative analysis of needs 
and their relative dominance in the four groups constituted the 
first aspect of our study. Such con^arisons would be fruitful 
in discovering points of divergence and covergence between 
scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste groups and may be used 
to advantage in programmes relating to harmony and integration 
of the groups. 
The second variable probed was perception of deprivation. 
The investigator attempted to examine whether perception of 
deprivation can be discerned among those manifesting deprivation. 
The subjects position on the deprivation scale together with his 
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responses with regard to perception of deprivation were examined. 
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Comparisons amongst the scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste 
groups were conducted to indicate the position of subjects on 
this variable. 
The various issues and concerns of the investigation can 
be expressed in the form of the following hypotheses. 
1. Scheduled caste men differ from non-scheduled caste men in 
terms of needs. 
2. Scheduled caste women differ from non-scheduled caste women 
in terms of needs. 
3. Scheduled caste men and women differ from non-scheduled caste 
men and women in terms of needs. 
4. Scheduled caste men differ from scheduled caste women in 
terms of needs. 
5. Non-scheduled caste men differ from non-scheduled caste 
women in terms of needs. 
6. Scheduled caste men differ from non-scheduled caste men in 
terms of perception of deprivation. 
7. Scheduled caste women differ from non-scheduled caste 
women in terms of perception of deprivation. 
8. Scheduled caste men and women differ from non-scheduled 
caste men and women in terms of perception of deprivation. 
9. Scheduled caste men differ from scheduled caste women in 
terms of perception of deprivation. 
10. Non-scheduled caste men differ from non-scheduled caste 
women in terms of perception of deprivation. 
Many important decision regarding tools of study, drawing 
out equated samples from scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste 
groups and statistical analyses had to be taken. The decision 
regarding tools of study and administration were particularly 
important because of the nature of sample. The SC subjects 
were all illiterate and the women among them had not come 
across a situation of giving their responses and views on serious 
issues. To communicate with the subjects the language of the 
test had to be modified in accordance with the vocabulary and 
understanding level of each subject. The responses were also 
commxinicated in innovative fashions. 
When the nature of the investigation demands some proce-
dural diversion and innovation, the researcher must bear in 
mind that flexibility within the framework of the scientific 
spirit is totally in order. Rather than not study the illiterate 
class at all, it is advisable to study them in terms meaningful 
to them and yet not outside the spirit of scientific endeavour. 
In view of this, the tests were administered individually to 
subject and responses given were noted down. Since both the 
tests administered required a rating by the subjects on a five 
point continum and the subjects could not follow the concept, 
they were instructed to indicate their response through one, 
two, three, four or five pebbles (one for least and five for 
most) selected in terms of intensity of the responses. In most 
cases this was found to be effective. 
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T00L3 OF STUDY 
1. NEED SCALE (NS) 
The test used by the present investigator to study needs 
was the Hindi adapted version of an earlier need scale which 
had been prepared with the help of adjectives taken from Gough 
and Heilburn(1965) and is in the format of self-rating following 
Murray's (1938) need press systems. 
This adaptation from English to Hindi was done by Aijaz 
Si Kureshi (1984). The adjectives which have been translated 
from English to Hindi with all precaution and checks for faith-
ful translation, were arranged alphabetically (English language) 
and not according to the first letter of the needs. Thus, the 
fifty adjectives gave a scattered rather than an organised layout 
of the given needs. The Hindi version of the Gough and Heilburn 
(1965) adjectives check list, so evolved was the main measuring 
tools for the assessment of the five needs. The test in 
question has been extensively and successfully used by many 
investigators. These needs were achievement, dominance, aggression, 
affiliation, and abasement, which may be defined as follows: 
Achievement; Achievement to strive to be outstanding in pursuits 
of socially recognized significance. 
Dominance? Dominance to seek and sustain leadership roles in 
groups or to be influential and controlling in individual 
relationship. 
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Aqqresslont Aggression to engage in behaviours which attacks 
or hurt others. 
Affiliationt Affiliation to seek and sustain numerous personal 
friendship. 
Abasement: Abasement to express feelings of inferiority through 
self-criticism, guilt or social importance. 
These need patterns represented by the scale item numbers 
given against each are as under: 
Need Patterns Item numbers in the scale 
Affiliation 1,10, 11, 23,28,30,34,35,45,49 
Dominance 2,6,16, 19,26,31,38,42,43,48 
Aggression 8, 14, 20, 21,27,32,36,41,44,46 
Achievement 3, 9, 13, 17, 25,29,33,40,4 7,50 
Abasement 4, 5,7, 12, 15,18,22,24,37,39 
All the fifty adjectives of the scale (ten adjectives 
for each of the five needs) were rated by the subjects on a 
five point scale ranging from 4 to 0. The maximum and the 
minimum possible score on this scale could be 40 and 0 for each 
need pattern because there were ten adjectives for each of five 
needs (maximum score 10 x 4 = 40, minimum score 10 x 0 = Oi. 
2. PRQLOKGED DEPRIVATION SCALE (PDS) 
The level of deprivation of the subjects was measured 
with the help of prolonged deprivation scale (PDS) developed 
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and standardized by Misra & Tripathi in 1977. Prolonged 
deprivation scale is a five point scale consisting of 96 items 
covering 15 dimensions of deprivation such as: (1) Housing 
condition (2) Home environment (3) Economic sufficiency (4) 
Food (5) Clothing (6) Formal education experiences (7) Childhood 
experiences (8) gearing ejqperiences (9) Parental characteristics 
(10) Interaction with parents (11) Motivational experiences 
(12) Emotional experiences (13) Religious experiences (14) 
Travelled and reaction (15) Socio-cultural experiences. 
The fifteen dimensions of prolonged deprivation and their 
corresponding items in the scale are as follows: 
1. Housing condition: 
Itiis area deals with type and sufficiency of residential 
accomodation and its physical status, facilities available in 
it, its spatial location, and neighbourhood. 
2. Home environment: 
This area is related to complexity and variety of stimulus 
conditions present in the home and covers item dealing with house-
hold gadgets and equipments including pots and pans, cooking 
utensils, furniture, water facility, occupational implements 
available in home, transport facilities, printed literature 
available in home and other utilitarian mechanical gadgets. The 
mechanical stimuli provide opportunity for exploration, curiosity 
and manipulation. 
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3. Economic sufficiencyt 
The third area deals with the economic condition and the 
it are included items such as sources of income, area and type 
of agricultural land, catties possessed, garden, condition of 
debt, and level of economic problems. 
4. Food; 
Nutrition is one of the basic determinants of one's 
physical as well as intellectual functioning. So the fourth 
area of prolonged deprivation referred to food habits and food 
stuffs, used. Items such as eating habits, types of meal indica-
ting their nutritive value etc. are considered in this area. 
5. Clothing; 
This area is concerned with type of clothes used, 
sufficiency of clothes, used or ornament and shoe etc. 
6. Formal educational experiences 
This area deals with educational experiences and covers 
items regarding age of school entrance, educational attainment, 
years of schooling, attendence in school, relations with teachers, 
interest in extra curricular activities and interaction with peer 
group. 
7. Childhood experiences; 
This area is related to experiences derived in connection 
with parental care received from parents and mode of parental 
discipline. 
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8. Rearing experiences; 
This area is related to the preceding area and deals with 
items referring to international experiences of various sorts. 
Opportvmity of interaction with friends, experiences of market-
ing, listening to stories from parents, participation in house-
hold activities are the items covered in this area. 
9. Characteristics of parents; 
This area referred to parental characteristics such as 
educational status, income, social prestige, physical and mental 
health etc. 
10. Interactions with parents; 
This area is concerned with items such as expression of 
feelings before parents, adjustment problems and parental 
expectations etc. 
11 & 12. Motivational and emotional experiences: 
This area dealt with satisfaction of psychological needs 
such as respect, affiliation, curiosity, decision making, power, 
initiative, interest, and time-perspective. Emotional experiences 
dealt with pleasure, fear-avoidance, sympathy, anxiety, praise 
and reward etc. 
13. Travel and recreation: 
This area covered items pertaining to sources of recreat-
ion, variety of recreational experience, leisure time activities 
and experiences of travel. 
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14. Religious experiences; 
Items of God-worship, life rituals and knowledge of 
other religions were included in this area. 
15. Socio-cultural experiences: 
This area dealt with social and cultural interaction with 
respect to acceptance of food, water, participation in social 
activities, social prestige and the degree of contact with city 
life. 
The test-retest reliability (i.e. .77) and split-half 
reliability (i.e. ,95) of prolonged deprivation scale are 
sufficiently high. Moreover, all the dimensions of this scale 
are highly inter-related with each other. 
The prolonged deprivation scale was scored as per instruc-
tions given in its manual. The percentile norms for the present 
sample were calculated. This contributes further to the 
dependdability of information. An individual with a very high 
score, namely above the 75th percentile (359.3) is considered 
a highly deprived person while low scores, namely below the 
25th percentile(229.18)indicate people who have low degree of 
deprivation. 
3. PERCEPTION OF DEPRIVATION MEASURE 
This comprised an important and interesting features of 
the investigation. Perception of deprivation is basically a 
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subjective phenomena reflecting the degree of awareness or 
appreciation experienced by the individuals regarding his 
deprivation. As pointed out earlier awareness of deprivation 
is the first step towards attanpting its removal. Since the 
inventories to be administered had to be done so orally in view 
of the initrate sample^ perception of deprivation was evaluated 
through a series of questions put to the subjects. It is inter-
esting to note that subjects were willing to communicate much 
beyond the question that were asked. The questions covered the 
following themes: (1) are you happy in your life? (2) does your 
spouse (husband/wife) ill treat you? (3) do you feel that you 
should get the same respect as those of the higher castes (4) is 
the government giving you help to your satisfaction? (5) do you 
want your children to be educated and to progress? (6) would 
you like your daughter to get some education? (7) do you feel 
that you deserve much more in life than you actually get? 
Through the responses given to question such as the 
above, subjects were categorised as perceiving or not perceiving 
their deprivation. Any gradation or intensity of perception 
would have involved complicated content analysis, therefore 
a simple dichotomized categorization was done. This initial 
nominal level measurement is the first step towards more 
precise measurements which may follow in a latter study. 
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4. SAMPLE 
The sample consisted of 100 scheduled caste (50 male and 
50 female) and 100 non-scheduled caste (50 male and 50 female) 
subjects. The age range of the subjects was 35 to 40 years. 
These subjects were randomly selected from the voter list of 
Harijan and non-Harijan Mohallas (Krisna Puri ^ Gambhirpura) 
of Aligarh city. The non-scheduled caste sample consisted 
exclusively of Hindus. Non-Hindus were not included in the 
sample, although a large number of Muslims reside in Aligarh 
because it was felt with the introduction of multiple religious 
groups, the ranification of the problem would become extremely 
complex. 
5. DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION 
The prolonged deprivation scale, need scale, and percep-
tion of deprivation measurement were administered individually 
to all the respondents at their residence. Firstly, the PDS 
was administered after developing good rapport with the subjects 
by casual conversation and appropriate instructions were given 
in a manner comprehendible, as already explained in an earlier 
paragraph. After that the need scale was administered and the 
subject was asked to give responses to scale according to the 
following instructions, communicated to them in language 
understood by them. 
Every individual has a distinct personality which distin-
guishes him from others. Certain characteristics are found among 
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individuals in varying magnitude. Some such characteristics 
are given in the scale and you have to assess yourself with 
regard to each and to indicate to what extent a particular 
characteristic is present in you. You have to respond by putting 
a tick mark on any of the five alternative categories, given 
against each characteristic in a way that it gives a complete 
profile of your personality in terms of the given personality 
characteristics. 
It may be noted that in the case of illiterate subjects, 
tick marks were put in the appropriate column by the investigator 
after the subject had indicated his response through the mode 
already described earlier. 
The subjects responses to perception of deprivation were 
also collected. Mostly, the subjects specially the scheduled 
caste women, were very forthcoming in these responses giving 
details of their problems like being beaten by their husbands, 
indulgence of male family members in liquour and drugs, general 
dissatisfaction and difficulties. In contrast, the non-scheduled 
caste group was reticent in expressing problems and any feeling 
of deprivations. Perhaps the middle class preoccupation with 
social acceptability and a generally secretive attitude towards 
private problems was responsible for this. 
In this way all the subjects, irrespective of their caste 
and sex groups were administered perception of deprivation. 
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prolonged deprivation scale and need scale to determine the 
deprivation level and the strength of certain needs, viz. 
achievement, affiliation, aggression, abasement and dominance. 
It may be pointed out that the major difficulty encountered 
by the investigator during data collection was owing to the 
suspicious attitude with which the scheduled caste subjects 
loo]<ed upon any attempt to find out about them. Most of them 
thought that either the investigator was a governmental worker 
who after finding out about their drinking and drug habits would 
report to the police or she was a family planning worker who 
would create inconvenient problems for them. Thus, the rapport 
establishment stage was the most difficult phase because the 
subjects persistently tried to avoid participation on various 
pretexts. However, once they were convinced and rapport had 
been established they cooperated conipletely. In fact, the women 
sample among the scheduled caste appeared eager to open out 
almost as if they wanted the opportunity to express their woes. 
The tests were scored according to the directions 
contained in the manual. Gentile norms for Prolonged Deprivation 
Scale (PDS) were calculated for the sample. The scoring of 
perception of deprivation was done by analysing the responses 
of the subject and assigning '0' for absence of perception of 
deprivation and '1' for presence of perception. 
4.1 
statistical TechnJQues Used; 
The first phase of the investigation was concerned with 
studying inter group differences among scheduled caste men and 
women on need patterns. Inter group comparisons were conducted 
by apply ting the 'f test. 
Since it is always advisable to calculate appropriate 
sample norms on measures dependent upon socio-cultural situations 
to the degree to which the concept of prolonged deprivation is 
dependent, centile norms for prolonged deprivation were calculated 
for the present sample. 
Since the measurement of perception of deprivation was 
merely in terms of presence or absence of this perception, the 
scores were in terras of a dichotomised category, zero indicating 
absence and one indicating presence. The chi-square test 
appeared to be the most appropriate measure to compare the 
various groups on perception of deprivation. The chi-square 
test was, therefore, applied in the inter-group comparisons 
of perception of deprivation. 
In this manner we obtained and analysed information with 
regard to need patterns and perception of deprivation among 
scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste groups. 
C H A P T E R 
- I l l 
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RESULTS 
The first phase of the investigation dealt with a comparison 
of scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste groups on need patterns. 
Five needs were studied namely. Affiliation, Achievement,Aggre-
ssion, Abasement and Dominance. The following intergroup compa-
risons were made: 
1. The scheduled caste sample was compared with non-
scheduled caste sample. 
2. Scheduled caste men were compared with non-scheduled 
caste women, 
3. Scheduled caste women were compared with non-scheduled 
caste women. 
4. Non-scheduled caste men were compared with non-scheduled 
caste women. 
The latter two comparisons were conducted in view of 
the importance of the sex variable in the total Indian milieu. 
These inter group comparisons were for all the five needs. 
Table -1: Conparison of Scheduled Caste sample and non-Scheduled 
caste sample. 
il I Z 7, Ti^ ^ I ^ _ Significance Needs Groups Mean SD t-value -^ , 
^ level 
SC 21.65 1.62 
Affiliation 26.38 P/..01 
NSC 26,4 0.82 
SC 1 9 . 8 0 . 9 6 
A c h i e v e m e n t 2 8 . 2 5 P / . . 0 1 
NSC 2 5 . 4 5 1 . 9 5 
r T 
'1 ' 
SO 2 2 . 5 1 .33 
A g g r e s s i o n 1 2 . 7 7 P ^ . 0 1 
NSC 2 0 . 2 1 , 2 6 
SC 2 0 . 7 1 . 2 6 
A b a s e m e n t 5 0 . 0 1? £. ,01 
NSC 1 3 . 7 0 . 6 5 
SC 18.7 1.13 
Dominance 1.0 NS 
NSC 18.5 1.68 
Note: SC = Scheduled caste men and women. 
NSC = Non-scheduled caste men and women. 
Table-1 reports the results of comparison between the 
scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste sample on the five needs. 
It is evident from observing the table that on two needs^ namely, 
affiliation, and achievement, the mean score of the scheduled 
sample is lower than the non-scheduled caste sample. The 
significance of this difference kg indicated by the 't' test 
is of the order of P /_.01. One the other hand,the mean score 
on aggression, abasement, and dominance is higher in the case 
of scheduled caste sample. Except in the case of dominance, 
their difference is again significant at P Z_.01. 
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Table -2: Comparison of scheduled caste men and non-scheduled 
caste men. 
Needs Group Mean SD 't' value Significance 
^ level 
Mj^ 22.7 1.3 
Affiliation 17.05 P Z. '01 
Mj 26.4 0.82 
Mj 19.8 0.96 
Achievement 38.82 P Z ^ . O I 
M2 27.1 0.92 
M^ 23.5 1.33 
Aggression 6.95 P Z. 'Ol 
Mj 21.7 1.25 
H^ 19.7 0.71 
Abasement 44.11 P ^.01 
Mj 13.7 0.65 
H^ 18.7 1.13 
Dominance 5.08 P /. .01 
M2 19.9 1.23 
Note M = Scheduled caste men 
M = Non-scheduled caste men 
If we refer to table-2, we will get an idea of how 
scheduled caste men compare with non-schedule caste men on 
need pattern. The same pattern is^by and large,followed as 
for the total sample non-scheduled caste men having higher 
scores on affiliation and achievement, significant to the level 
4.1 
of P Z..01. F6r aggression and abasement we also find the 
earlier trend. It is interesting to note that if we compare 
the results obtained in table one with the present results, 
we find one variation in the trend, that is for the score on 
'dominance'. In the total sample, we found the scheduled caste 
having a higher (through very, very slightly so) score on 
dominance but in the present case we found the non-scheduled 
caste on sample (men) having a significantly higher score than 
their scheduled caste counterparts. 
Table ~3: Comparison of scheduled caste women and non-scheduled 
caste women. 
c-T^  1^ 1 1 Significan 
Need Group Mean SD 't' value j^ ^^ i^ 
W 20.6 1.19 
Affiliation 28.29 P /. .01 
W^ 26.5 0.84 
W^  1 9 . 8 0 . 9 5 
Achievement 1 8 . 7 7 P / _ . 0 1 
W^  2 3 . 8 1.17 
W^  2 1 . 5 1.33 
A g g r e s s i o n 1 0 . 8 1 P Z . . 01 
^2 1 8 . 7 1.26 
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Abasement 
Dominance 
^ 1 
^'2 
^ 1 
'^2 
2 1 . 7 1 
13 .75 
1 8 . 8 
1 7 . 1 
C.78 
0 . 6 6 
1.12 
0 . 5 1 
55 .40 
9 .77 
P A . 0 1 
P L . 0 1 
Note» W, = Scheduled caste women. 
W_ = Non-scheduled caste women. 
Predictably the same pattern can be seen in the comparison 
between scheduled caste women and non-scheduled caste women. The 
two samples differ significantly on all the five needs with the 
direction of difference being by ard large the same as in the 
case of scheduled caste men^ the notable difference being in 
the case of dominance need in which the scheduled caste women 
have a higher score than their non-scheduled caste counterparts* 
Thus/ in this case the trend amongst the sexes within the 
scheduled caste is reversed. 
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Table -4: Comparison of scheduled caste men and scheduled 
caste women. 
Needs Group 
„_ ,., , Significance Mean SD 't' value ,^,.„, level 
Affiliation 
M 
W 
22.7 
20.6 
1.3 
1.19 
8.46 P /..Ol 
Achievement 
M 
W 
19.84 0.96 
19.80 0.95 
0.209 NS 
Aggression 
M 
W 
23.5 
21.5 
1.33 
1.33 
7.54 P Z,.01 
Abasement 
M 
W 
19.7 
21.7 
0.71 
0.78 
13.51 P /..Ol 
Dominance 
M 
W 
18.7 
18.8 
1.13 
1.12 
0.44 NS 
Note: M = Scheduled caste men. 
W = Scheduled caste women. 
By referring to table-4, we find the scheduled caste men 
and women differing significantly on three needs^ affiliation, 
aggression and abasement. Men score higher on affiliation and 
aggression while women are higher than them on the abasement 
need. The least observed difference is in need for achievement. 
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Table -5i Comparison of non-scheduled caste men and non-scheduled 
caste women. -
Needs ^ »4 or^  1^1 T ^ S i g n i f i c a n c e Groups Mean SD ' t ' v a l u e •fo„oi level 
M 26.4 0.82 
Affiliation 0.602 NS 
W 26.5 0.84 
M 27.1 0.93 
Achievement 15.63 P/_.01 
W 23.8 1.17 
M 21.7 1.25 
Aggression 11.90 P /. .01 
W 18.7 1.26 
M 13.71 0.66 
Abasement 0.30 NS 
W 13.75 0.66 
M 19.9 1.23 
Dominance 5.20 P /..01 
W 17.1 0.51 
Note: M = Non-scheduled caste men. 
w = Non-scheduled caste women. 
As pointed out earlier we have compared the non-scheduled 
caste men and women also on need patterns. Perhaps this 
comparison does not enter directly in our problem of investi-
gation, but as pointed out earlier the relative position of 
ij3 
scheduled caste women within the scheduled caste population can 
be understood only if the situation in which the non-scheduled 
caste women find themselves is also studied. In a country like 
ours this is particularly important. On observing table-five, we 
find the non-scheduled caste men and women differing significantly 
on achievement, aggression and dominance. 
Table -6: Inter-group comparisons on perception of deprivation 
(POD). 
Group Presence Absence Chi-square Significance 
of POD of POD Value level 
Scheduled caste 
men 8 42 
Non-scheduled 
caste men 0 50 
Scheduled caste 
women 24 26 
Non-scheduled 
caste women 0 50 
8.69 P L .01 
31.57 P L .01 
Scheduled caste 
sample 32 68 
Non-Scheduled 
caste sample 0 100 
38.09 P L .01 
Scheduled caste 
men 8 42 
Scheduled caste 
women 24 26 
1 6 . 8 0 P Z r . 0 1 
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Won-scheduled 
caste men 0 50 
Non-scheduled 
caste women 0 50 
0.0 NS 
By referring to table-6, we can observe the position of 
various groups in terms of perception of deprivation. It can be 
seen that all comparisons in terms of scheduled caste and non-
scheduled caste yeild a chi-square value significant at .01 
level. Only the comparison between non-scheduled caste men and 
non-scheduled caste women has yeilded a non-significant value. 
In fact the value is zero. This will be discussed in detail in 
the discussion of results. 
The factor of perception of deprivation will be amply 
clear if we observe the position of various groups on prolonged 
deprivation scale and get a conprehensive picture by integrating 
the two aspects. By referring to figure one^we find that the 
deprivation scores of the scheduled caste and non-scheduled 
caste groups overlap at no point. In fact we find that in no 
case does the score of the scheduled caste group lie below 
the median and in no case does the score of the non-scheduled 
caste group fall above the median. 
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Table -7: Gentile norms for the present sample on 
Prolonged Deprivation Scale. 
Gentiles Score 
PQI 210.6 
^10 220.5 
P20 226.28 
P25 229.18 
^30 232.05 
P40 237.55 
P^Q 253.5 
PgO 330.5 
P^Q 352.5 
P^5 359.3 
PgQ 364.96 
P90 372.3 
P99 383.92 
^100 387 
In fact we find that the majority of the scheduled caste 
subjects lie within the fourth quartile (above P^c) and 40% of 
the non-scheduled caste cases fall within the first quartile 
(below P25)• Table-7 indicates the details in this regard. 
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Table -8i 
SCHEDULED CASTE SUBJECTS AND NUN-SCHEDULED CASTE SUBJECTS 
FALLING BELOW P ^ AND ABOVE P^c ON PROLONGED DEPRIVATION 
1. VALUE OF P^ r- = 229.18 
Scheduled caste men falling below P-^ = 0 
Scheduled caste women falling below P^ j. = 0 
Non-scheduled caste men falling below P (. = 42 
Non-scheduled caste women falling below P__ = 0 
2. VALUE OF P^ r- = 359,13 
= 5 Scheduled caste men falling above P _j. 
/D 
Scheduled caste women falling above P_c = 50 
Non-scheduled caste men falling above P^c = 0 
Non-scheduled caste women falling above P„_ = 0 
The results contained in this table point towards clear 
and almost dramatic differences between scheduled caste and 
non-scheduled caste subjects and also amongst the men and women 
of each group. 
As regard perception of deprivation in-conjunction with 
prolonged deprivation score, tables 9, 10, 11, 12 provide «»n 
overall picture of this phenomenon. 
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Table -9: Perception of Deprivation 
Scheduled caste men 
Gentile position on 
Prolonged Deprivation 
Scale (PDS) 
Positive 
Score on 
POD 
Negative 
Score on 
DOD 
Total 
60 16 18 
70 
80 
90 
99 
3 
3 
0 
0 
19 
7 
0 
0 
22 
10 
0 
0 
Table -10: Perception of Deprivation 
Scheduled Caste women 
Gentile Position on 
Prolonged Deprivation 
Scale (PDS) 
^60 
^70 
p 
80 
90 
99 
Positive 
Score on 
POD 
0 
0 
5 
16 
2 
Negative 
Score on 
POD 
11 
11 
Total 
0 
10 
27 
13 
(:: ijH 
Table -11: Perception of Deprivation 
Non-scheduled caste men 
Gentile Position on 
Prolonged Deprivation 
Scale (PDS) 
Positive 
Score 
POD 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
on 
Negative 
Score on 
POD 
20 
19 
11 
0 
0 
Total 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
20 
19 
11 
0 
0 
Table -12: Perception of Deprivation 
Non-scheduled caste women 
Gentile Position on 
Prolonged Deprivation 
Scale (PDS) 
Positive 
Score on 
POD 
Negative 
Score on 
POD 
Total 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14 
15 
21 
0 
0 
14 
15 
21 
f,0 
All the perception of deprivation scores are contaj.ned 
within the higher range (above P^Q) of the prolonged deprivation 
scores. Sixteen (16) of the tvventy seven (27) cases falling at 
P-Q are aware of a sense of deprivation. Eight (8) of the twenty 
(20) cases falling at PQQ experienced a perception of their 
deprivation. At P^Q (which consists totally of male scheduled 
caste sample), two (2) out of eighteen (18) subjects gave a 
positive response for perception of deprivation. Surprisingly 
at PQQ (which consists of only scheduled caste women), the 
perception of deprivation score is only two (2) out of total 
of thirteen (13). It is also clear that in the non-scheduled 
caste sample, positive responses on perception of deprivation 
were not given. 
With results of the investigation now available to us 
we come to the next phase,namely^discussion. 
C H A P T E R - IV 
( J 1 
DISCUSSION 
Giving meaning to results which are basically in the form 
of numbers and figures is a challenging task, particularly since 
the social scientist deals with phenomena that have complex 
interactive and changing relationships among causative factors. 
However, allowances for such chance fluctuations are contained 
within the statistical theory, and it is only strains which seem 
to occur consistently, rather than some stray factor attributable 
to chance, that will be picked up by the social scientists in 
the form of his interpretations and conclusions. With the 
necessary caution reflected in the preceeding sentences, the 
investigator will attempt to interpret the results obtained 
with particular emphasis on their implications. 
The results obtained with regard to need-pattern point 
towards clear cut differences among the scheduled caste sartple 
and non-scheduled caste sample. A 't'_value significant at 
P Z_.01 was obtained for four needs out of the five needs studied. 
Only in the case of dominance was no difference observed. What 
is more interesting is the relative importance of the five 
needs for each of the groups,e.g.^we find that in the non-
scheduled caste sample need for affiliation has the highest 
value of the mean, next comes achievement followed by aggression, 
dominance and abasement. In the non-scheduled caste sample 
aggression is the strongest need present followed by affiliation, 
abasement, achievement and dominance (since the variance is by 
and large the same, this comparison between means is not out of 
order, at least as a rough over all picture). 
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The non-scheduled caste sample seems to represent the 
modal way of thinking in the Indian pattern. This was to be 
expected, and the non-scheduled caste group may thus be viewed 
as the control or reference group which can help us to evaluate 
the scheduled caste dynamics. The priority given to the need 
for affiliation reflects the Indian culture broadly, where 
family cohensiveness, close-knit group relations are the 
accepted ways of behaving. Achievement which is of course,a 
call of the modern competitive society follows closely. Aggre-
ssion comes next but its value is very much lower than that of 
achievement. It is not surprising that aggression comes next 
in order to importance because the frustration of todays complex 
modern life are quite likely to be associated with consequent 
aggression. Dominance has never been one of the values upheld 
in the Indian culture, it is also not surprising that the non-
scheduled caste should score very low on abasement. They are 
in a happy position and concepts of self-respect and dignity 
so intricately woven in the middle class psyche make it 
unnecessary for them to experience need for abasement. 
That the scheduled caste perceived aggression as the 
strongest need should be viewed in the context of aggression 
being a consequent of frustration and failure (Bateson, 1941; 
Bollard et. al. 1939; Rosenzweig, 1944; Sears, 1951; Pelmer, 
1960). It is indicative of hostility and anger which, depressing 
G.i 
though it may sound is an optimistic trend in the sense that 
experiencing anger and feeling wronged is the first step towards 
alleviating the situation. The need for affiliation follows 
very closely for the scheduled caste is also an integral part 
of the Indian culture and has inherited the tendency to give 
importance to belongingness and collective identification. 
Abasement follows so very closely that there is very little 
difference between affiliation and abasement. The fact is that 
this need is present to such a high degree in the scheduled 
caste is a sad reflection on the sufferings and miseries 
inflicted upon them for innumerable centuries. Whatever little 
they got to survive was through grovelling and begging of the 
higher castes. On becoming absorbed, such patterns of behaviour 
become almost part of our cognitive framework and only very 
effective changes deliberately manipulated can bring about 
changes. One seems to feel that such changes have not yet 
occurred despite the efforts being carried out by various 
agencies. Only on the need for dominance do the two groups 
stand side by side in terms of scores obtained. No significant 
difference is observed as far as this need is concerned and it 
appears that as in the case of affiliation, on these two needs 
the scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste both reflect almost 
a common position. 
G ; 
The comparison between scheduled caste men and non-
scheduled caste men follows the same trend except that the 
difference between the two groups is significant for dominance 
need, whereas in the case of the total sample the difference 
was insignificant. It is interesting to note that the score 
obtained by non-scheduled caste men is higher th«:n scheduled 
caste men. This is of special importance in view of the results 
obtained for comparison between the women of the two groups. 
In the latter case also the 't' value on dominance is signifi-
cant but the score of the scheduled caste women is higher than 
that of non-scheduled caste women. Because of this reversal of 
trend in the two sex groups, the 't' value of this need in the 
over all sample conparison came to be insignificant. 
Those who have observed closely the pattern of living 
amongst the scheduled caste, particularly within this locale, 
known fully well that women amongst the scheduled caste have 
to play an important role in terms of life decisions. They 
may be beaten by their husbands and ill treated abominably but 
they have to undertake major responsibilities. Where as the 
men feel superior and express this superiority by spending a 
large portion of their earnings on liquor, the woman has to 
think of family needs and realities. Most of them work in 
homes as domestic 'Safaiwalis' and with this hard earned sum 
they look after their children's education, sickness and other 
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eventualities. In most of these families whatever education 
there is, is basically the mother's contribution for which 
she provides finances and other amenities. The non-scheduled 
caste women, even the working women do not bear such ones of 
responsibility. This is not to say that the scheduled caste 
woman is better off with more decision making powers; rather 
she is in the unhappy position of having responsibilities 
without the requisite respect and dignity. She suffers much 
more th«n the non-scheduled caste women. 
If we observe the results obtained through comparisons 
between men and women of the same group, we find significant 
differences (Table 4 and 5). 
Scheduled caste men scored significantly higher on 
affiliation and aggression thein scheduled caste women and women 
have a significantly higher score on abasement. There is no 
significant difference in terms of achievement and dominance, 
but for achievement men score slightly higher and for dominance 
women are slightly high. The higher score of man on affiliation 
comes as a surprise in the first instance, for one associates 
women with greater needs for belongingness and gregariousness 
but on reflecting rationally we find that it is the men who 
are by and large exposed to the outside world and its forces, 
and may manifest a greater tendency and need for group cohesiv-
eness to gain strength. 
Again the comparison of non-scheduled caste men and 
women reflects the common pattern observed in our daily life 
- a significant difference between achievement, aggression 
and dominance existing among men and women, men having a 
significantly high score on need for achievement, aggression 
and dominance. There is very little difference on need for 
affiliation and abasement, both men and women exhibiting a 
high score on affiliation and low score on abasement. The 
stereotype of the male as aggressive, dominant and achieving 
is fully borne out by the study. 
We have pointed out in our introductory chapter that 
perception of deprivation is an important variable which would 
throw important light upon the state of awareness and mental 
readiness of the scheduled caste with regards to its problems. 
Perception of deprivation was assessed through the responses 
of the subjects to a set of pertinent questions. These questions 
were put to both the scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste 
subjects with the idea that just as those who are deprived 
may not be perceiving their deprivation, those who are non-
deprived in the relative sense may perhaps be perceving them-
selves as deprived. The questions were also such as to be 
applicable to both groups. Even the question that refers to 
caste is not redundant for the non-scheduled caste, because 
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even amongst the non-scheduled caste there in a relative 
gradation in terms of caste superiority. It was however^ extremely 
surprising that the responses given by the non-scheduled caste 
subjects did not reflect an appreciation of any deprivation. 
Since all of us have many unsatisfied needs, one would expect 
that some assertion of dissatisfaction and deprivation would 
be made by the non-scheduled caste also. As mentioned earlier, 
the tendency of the middle class to be reticent in expressing 
problems openly could be one of the reasons. This is a good 
example of why direct questions can sometime not elicit proper 
information and indirect methods should be used. A proper scale 
to measures perception of deprivation in the light of the above 
should be attempted. The results as they occur are extremely 
interesting. It is obvious that since the non-scheduled caste 
sample has not scored at all on perception of deprivation and 
in the scheduled caste sample, 32% have expressed perception 
of deprivation, there should be significant difference between 
the scheduled caste sample and the non-scheduled caste sanple 
as a total group and also interms of male and female groups 
(Table -6, part one, two and three). 
The interesting result is in terms of the comparison 
amongst the scheduled caste,i.e.^between scheduled caste men 
and scheduled caste women. The difference between them expressed 
im chi-square is of the order of P ^ .01. We observe that 
8>^ 
twenty four (24) out of fifty (50) scheduled caste women 
experienced perception of deprivation whereas only eight (8) 
out of fifty (50) men scored positively on presence of 
perception of deprivation. 
If we go on to observe table -8, we find that in terms 
of the score on prolonged deprivation/ a distinct pattern not 
only in terms of caste but in terms of sex is clear. None of 
the scheduled caste have a score below P^Q and none of the 
non-scheduled caste have a score falling above P^Q* There is 
no over lap of scores on prolonged deprivation which suggests 
that in terms of deprivation the two group constitute almost 
distinct populations. 
Within the first quartile fourty-two (42) non-scheduled 
caste cases fall. All the fourty two (42) subjects are men which 
means that only eight (8) non-scheduled caste men have a score 
over 229.18 whereas all the fifty (50) non-scheduled caste 
women have scores falling above the 25th percentile. Table -12 
provides a clear picture. 
In the same manner we observe that fifty five (55) subjects 
score above P^^ on the prolonged deprivation. All these subjects 
belonge to the scheduled caste sample. However, out of these 
fifty-five (55) fifty are women which means that none of the 
women have a score falling below the fourth (4th) quartile and 
6:1 
90 percent of scheduled caste men lie within the third (3rd) 
quartile. Thus, the men and women of the scheduled caste group, 
as in the case of the non-scheduled caste group, express totally 
different levels of prolonged deprivation. When we referred to 
scheduled caste women as deprived amongst the deprived it was 
not an exaggeration. We need to add, however, that witJiin the 
non-scheduled caste population women may be rightly termed as 
comparatively deprived. 
We may conclude from the results obtained that both in 
terms of need patterns manifested and interms of deprivation, 
the scheduled caste and the non-scheduled caste express 
significant and clear cut differences. In terms of comparison 
of the groups in terms of gender differences^we observe 
differences in need pattern but even more dramatic difference 
in terms of deprivation. We should^however, not be surprised 
at the results. There are very obvious indications within 
our environment of scheduled caste not having reached a satis-
factory level of merging with the general population. In 
reality, deep core characteristics which have been embedded 
through centuries of conditioning can not be expected to be 
removed suddenly, basically because the developmental programmes 
undertaken can provide facilities for education, setting up self-
employment industries but they can not change immediately the 
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environment and reality world of the Harijan. He interacts with 
elders of the family who have their own cognition and perception 
of the world. Further by and large these developmental programmes 
have not been able to reach the Harijan masses in a big way. 
The corruption which has become an integral part of our system 
prevents the goods from reaching the rightful. Thus, most of 
the Harijans do not apply for loans and other amenities because 
of red tape hassles some times unnecessarily created and also 
because they get a very small portion of the financial facility, 
after giving various agents their 'due'. The government has 
provided facilities for payment of school fees, books and 
stationary for children of Harijan families but after passing 
through so many channels including the ill paid teachers of the 
municipal schools, there is hardly any thing left for the real 
incumbent. 
If rapid changes in education had taken place, real 
changes in attitude and cognition could be expected. A handful 
of scheduled caste people have come up to high positions through 
the policy of reservation and they will contribute positively 
to bridging the gap between scheduled caste and non-scheduled 
caste. But for the general masses of Harijans, not higher 
education but at least primary education coupled with economic, 
self-employment programmes is very essential. 
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If primary education is given impetus by making it really 
free for children belonging to this deprived community, we can 
expect in the next decade some happy changes to occur. Whatever 
can be said of the situation in which women find themselves 
will be little. Recently the government has started to talk 
very seriously on this issue and the perspective plan for women 
and many other action measures have been suggested. It is a 
matter of human justice that the women who breathes, feels, 
works and contributes to life just as much, and often much 
more than the men, should be denied even the vestige of self 
respect and dignity. It is unfortunate that a large number of 
these programmes are non-seriously and non-sincerely implemented, 
almost as if the purpose of these programmes is merely to 
salvage, the male conscience and to provide a good slogan for 
public consumption. It is imperative that such programmes 
be undertaken with honesty and goodwill. 
There is much to be desired in the comprehensiveness 
of this study. A total and holistic picture can not be ventured 
by individual investigations, but little drops of information 
which a study such as ours can elicit may, by pooling and 
integrating help us to evolve a more comprehensive picture. 
It is suggested that studies in the area be taken up 
not merely for the purpose of description and explanation 
I u 
but for evolving intervention strategies. Perception of 
deprivation should be very seriously taken up as a factor 
deserving study. Other important aspects needing consideration 
may be summarised as follows: 
(1) Methods of involving the Harijan community in its 
developmental programmes that is, of eliciting participation 
must be given due attention. This is important because resis-
tance to change is a commonly observed phenomenon and the 
ambiguity in terms of facilities has made many Harijans cynical 
and reticent. Further, without the willing participation of 
the target group, no programme can succeed. V«e have the 
example of the family planning drive, which had such painful 
results (though F.P. is definitely an important aspect of 
better living standards) just because it was thrust on an 
unwilling target group. 
(2) Intensive and extensive studies of problems faced by 
Harijan women and the roles they are expected to play must be 
focussed upon; intervention strategies based on such information 
may be more effective. We need strategies that are not super-
ficial but are based on understanding and deep knowledge. 
(3) Studies bringing out inhuman differences between caste 
groups and between men and women must be given publicity and 
coverage to arouse the public conscience and make people aware 
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of their injustice. When empirical information is provided 
it has an intellectual relevance and not merely an emotional 
appeal, 
(4) Programmes undertaken must be based on empirical 
information provided by meaningful investigations. This will 
minimize chances of wastage of time and resources through 
error and maximize chances of reaching viable goals. 
This study is a humble attempt in the direction of 
providing information at the empirical level regarding the 
situation existing in our country with regard to discrimina-
tions in terms of caste and sex and behavioural dynamics 
accruing from it. The solution of the problem is contained 
within such information. 
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A P P E N D I C E S 
Appendix -1 
•u'i 
HARIJAN CASTES AND OCCUPATIONS 
Occupations Name of Castes State/Union Territory 
where they live 
Leather Worker 
Weavers 
Fisheries 
Toddy tapping 
making and pig 
rearing etc. 
Basket, Mat and 
rope-making 
Baisaw, Bambhai,Bala 
Chakkilayam, Chamar, 
Chandal, Dhor, Dehar, 
Holdar, Valhar, Mang, 
Pagodal,Samgar, 
Ramagar, Sarki. 
Haiti, Balahi, Balchi, 
Bbuviar, Bind,Chaupal, 
Coidar, Ganda, Gands, 
Julaha, Kabirpanthi , 
Koli, Kori,Kuli,IiOliyan, 
Mahara, Mahayavanshi, 
Malasale, Megh,Meghwal, 
Pan, Pane, Pankha, 
Pantani, Pantratanti, 
Salvi, Venkar 
Bagapa, Begheti, 
Baghuti, Bewar, Kanda, 
Kandara, Kailhratha, 
Kest, Kayet, Mallah, 
Paravan, Patni, Pod, 
Poundra, Tiyar,Kaukani^ 
Tier, Jalkeet. 
Dhankia, Chuserei, 
Handii Jogi, Pasi, 
Siyal. 
Bansaphod, Banspher, 
Bantar, Barabar, Barar 
Barwaha, Basod, Basor, 
Bind, Dome, Dom, 
Karenga, Koochband, 
Malayan, Mang 
Garaneha, Godagali, 
Mavilan, Mavakayana, 
Patiar, Beihar, 
Semman, Shenava, 
Sirkhiband, Godru, 
Kalradi, 
Rajasthan, Gujarat,Karnataka 
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, 
Delhi, West Benga, Tamilnadu 
Pondicherry, Andhra Pradesh 
Bihar, Orissa, Punjab, 
Haryana, Himachal Pradesh 
Tripura, Jammu & Kashmir. 
West Benga, Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh 
Maharashtra, Delhi, Tamilndu, 
Bihar, Orissa, Himachal 
Pradesh, Punjab, Andhra 
Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, 
Dadar and Nagar Naveli, 
Kerala, Jammu & Kashmir, 
West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, 
Manipur, Tripura, Orissa, 
Delhi, Tamilnadu, Karnataka, 
Kerala, Assam. 
Rajasthan, Orissa, Karnataka, 
Bihar, Gujarat, Maharashtra, 
Madhya Pradesh, Punjab, 
Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, 
Himachal Pradesh, Delhi. 
Assam, Rajasthan, Madhya 
Pradesh, West Bengal, Bihar, 
Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, 
Jammu ^ Kashmir, Andhra 
Pradesh, Tamilnadu, 
Maharashtra, Karnataka, 
Orissa, Delhi, Kerala, 
Gujarat. 
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Weating of cloth, Chimbe, Dhobi, Dheba, 
Dyers and Mannam, Ptithiraj, 
Printers. Vennan. 
Himachal Pradesh, Assam, 
Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, 
Nagaland, Orissa, Raj^sthan, 
Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, 
Delhi, Manipur, Kerala, 
Tamilnadu. 
Scavengers and 
Sweepers. 
Metal workers. 
Artisans and 
Ornament and 
Lack bangle 
makers. 
Fr\^ it and 
Vegetable 
sellers and 
dealers of 
milk products. 
Bone collec-
tion and shoe-
making. 
Bhangi, Mehtar, 
Chandal, Chambher, 
Chehm, Chura, Doom, 
Looma, Damne, 
Halalkher, Hela, 
Majhabi. 
Ghantar, Ghada, 
Chantra, Laheri, 
Shilpkans, Sidhria, 
Sikligar. 
Gour, Khatik 
Gavaria, Hapi, Nadia, 
Mochii, Munchi. 
Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, 
Gujarat, Jammu & Kashmir, 
Madhya Pradesh, Kerala, 
Tamilnadu, Maharashtra, 
Orissa, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh 
Rajasthan. West Bengal, 
Himachal Pradesh, Karnatalja, 
Tripura, Haryana. 
Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, 
Punjab, Delhi, Himachal 
Pradesh. 
Tripura, Madhya Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Punjab, 
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, 
West Benga, Himachal 
Pradesh, Delhi. 
Raj asthan, Bihar, Gujarat, 
Orissa, Maharashtra, West 
Benga* Uttar Pradesh, 
Karnataka. 
Others 
(Manuf acturers 
of liquors, 
gold washers, 
floating of 
timbers, 
spinners, 
catachu makers 
and massonary 
work etc.) 
Dahole, Dula, Katia, 
Kharwar, Sunri, 
Silawant. 
Himachal Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Uttar Pradesh, West 
Bengal, Orissa. 
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Appendix -11 
DISTRIBUTION OF H^IJAN POPULATION IK DIFFERENT STATES AND 
UNION TERRITORIES 
Sr. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
State/Union 
Territory 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Himachal 
Pradesh 
Haryana 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Manipur 
Meghalaya 
Karnataka 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
A & N Islands 
Arunachal 
Pradesh 
Chandigarh 
Dadra & Nagar 
Haveli 
Delhi 
Goa,Diu & 
Daman 
Lakshdweep 
Pondicherry 
INDIA 1 
Total 
Population 
43, 502,708 
14,957,542 
56,353,369 
26,697,475 
3,460,434 
10,036,808 
21,347,375 
41,654,119 
50,412,225 
1,072,753 
1,011,699 
29,299,014 
516,449 
21,944,615 
13,551,060 
25,765,806 
41,199, 168 
1,556,342 
88,341,144 
44,312,011 
115,133 
467,511 
257,251 
74,170 
4,065,698 
857,771 
31.810 
471,707 
547,949,809 
Harijan 
Population 
5,774,548 
912,639 
7,950,632 
1,825,432 
769,572 
1,895,933 
1,772,168 
4,453,690 
3,025,261 
16,376 
3,887 
4,850,034 
-
3,310,854 
3,348,217 
4,075,580 
7,315,595 
192,860 
18,548,916 
1,816,028 
-
339 
29,073 
1,332 
635,598 
16,514 
72,921 
79,995,896 
Percentage of 
Harijans to 
Total 
Population 
13.27 
6.10 
14.28 
6.84 
22.23 
18.85 
8.30 
10.09 
6.00 
15.27 
0.38 
13.14 
-
15.09 
24,71 
15.82 
17.75 
12.39 
21.00 
19.90 
-
0.07 
11.30 
1.79 
15.63 
1.92 
15.45 
14.60 
Ranks in 
terms of 
concentration 
of Harijan 
Population 
IV 
XV 
II 
XIII 
XVI 
XII 
XIV 
V 
X 
XXII 
XXIII 
VII 
-
IX 
VIII 
VI 
III 
XVIII 
I 
XI 
-
XXV 
XX 
XXIV 
XVII 
XXI 
XIX 
Source: Figures from Census 1971. 
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5r?g?r ^TT^ 5!Tfe % HT?a 3T5»Rf % JT^K ^T JTTWTciT^  f^iqf^iT ^p^^ % f?TTT 
snTRT fen T!TT I I f ^ Tft sirfe % 3 J ^ ^ ^ T I ^ T W^T fH'^Ror ^ T ^ % f?rq 5ft^^tTT 
^> TTT^ % Sr^ spr q^ (I tem) % ^m Jf ^S^T cfSTT f^TtSTif ^•<% sri^^fV STTCcT ^T f^T 
fWt I ii^ F '^S'T 5r??T 5Tc^ 7? % ftrtT fsm TJTI | , an^sii^ CT% TT afti ^ ^n^ ^Sj ^T 
^rrat I 1 ^ TT^ f ^ 5 3RIRT T^PT #f^cT (Deprived) 1 ^ %^T SRqfsr^ ^f^^ 5 ^^ 
if 3T, ?, ^, ^ gm JT ?rm^ r^f^  ^OPTT ^ TJft | I 5ft^^^? ?^rr'?:5T3T ^T ^ \ f^t^itf^ 
^ qsff TT ?n=^ ?srcT sriff^T^ % STTS^ TT TT ! ^ - f ^ T " i r ^^ %% % ^T? q^ ^TT 5^: 
TRT fk^\ ^T^fer >n^-?n^^ (Rapport) ^ ??n^T % ^"fr^ H^ I I amiTsr m'Ht ^ 
= f^ftT f% grf s n r ^ % STRT ^^jrrsff, s r^ ^ ^ ?rwT^ ft sr^ ^t^f (T«fT—^nft^ jr % ffTf 
r^m srf^m^R? arrf?) ^ >ft JTI"^ ^ Tift ^rH^rrft ^ j f e ^^T ^ I ^ T ^ 'ftfw^ TfT%?r 
cT«TT sr^ ir ? F ^ fl;=^^T3ff ^ "t f?Rt«Tir ^T"^! ^TRT f^t H^CTI | I ^ ? | ^ : ST^ C^T JTTT^ % 
ifT^ JW snftT ^ fwiT sfTTSTTc^ T, ^fJT <T«rT p R t s m (observation) ^ r^P^ JTr^ TcT ^ l ? ! ^ ^ 
STRW^KTT Tfcft I I s r ^ R ^ ^ ST^ TH 5is?igwt # f^ir Jf ftr^fe'fea' F T ^ ^ T I T 
? i i a « 4 1 — 
(1) 5T9HT^ ?ft % m^ T?f ^ Ht% ^??rfecr ^Pnjfl i? '^IJTFJT' 915? ^T ^R^^ 
STIKT (Normal) ?TT ^ f^cT Hp | , ^rfi^ ^ f ^ '^^ (Deprivation) % qt=g- fcTff ^ ^ ^ ^ r 
3t?fTT ^ T 11 ^Ht-PrmTir % ^ ^^ ?^^r ^1^ Tf^r =^f^ 1 
(2) 5r9^ "f ~^T cfTc^rfir^ ^ i T H (Immediate Present) % H - ? ^ it ?f^ ^T f^ 
JTmt % ^^"tT % H^ rq- ^r^ irift^ JT grrr irr^ F ^ 1^ f ^ ST^VRI % H ^ ? ^ if T 'S^T 
^^-pTfTKor ^v^r sTT^Tir^  11 5^?pn 62f r^? (Item) % %^T ^K % ?t^t T?!:' % ariT 
if ^rFi^ rrff STF^ T ??Tfr ^^q o^^w % CTTT^RT^ ar^vr^ TT ^ ?F?^ ^ | SPT^ sft^ r^ if 
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(5) -T^^ f?r2T I ] 
(?) 3m^:^t^T CT513mrf: '^ Tt^ T • I J 
(H) ^ ^ ^ t t^T ^ ?^?r m^ I I 
(jj) ?ffq?t I .1 
(?J WTO I J 
. (^ ) i^T=5r5rT3; ' ' 
• ' I 1 
(?) arqzrf^  I J 
(JT) 3T?jrtT 3)Mi^ Jm 1 1 
^ {3T) 3Tczr^  srs^ I J 
(?) 3 r ^ f ] 
r 1 
(H) ^rwF? L I 
(?) ^TT? [ J 
4 . ?T ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ m t f (JT«fT—artn^, gTm?T, 3;if^ l^T,?rTJT, Hf^, 9ft^T?T?) 
^TcTS? I ? 
(3T) ?nft 5^«rnt | I 1 
(g) sff^^ 5f?5Tr^  I f ] 
(^) ^mi^ ^ T # ^«TT^ I I ] 
M ) ^?^ gf%?nf I 1 ] 
(?) ^?m3ff ^ c^ ot smr? | I J 
5. Tf^/^r^T ^ ?T ^ 3T?f?siTfcr (Location) P^TT | ? 
(sr) JTf? ir I J 
(:?) ^h-^ k f^w.z I ' 
(if) JTEij- % J15 ?•?: I I 
(? ) % ? R "^  •' ! 1 
(? ) 'Tf?/5T5T % ?I^T ?T 31^1 I I 
Jar) iT^ 5nr?/?^T % vftT j ' 
(? ) ^ t STTfir/fcTT % FT^ ? i ' 
( T ) STTflt STTT^/FCR % ?ft? I I 
(5") ST'T? H ftPF? 3nfcT/?:?T % ?fm I I 
(?) 3TqJt ^ arc??? f?':? ^TF?/f?T % ?fi? ! j 
7. ??; % sfrrT it ?rT? ^T^ ?m ??? fe^ ?f:T-^  % | ? 
(':>T) ?5l?r, f^r, ^?, "^ f^c: I | 
f?) f® f^r?r, ??T f 5 "^^ % [ j 
Ho 
[ 4 ] 
8. ^^ Jr %ff SRTR ^ T ^"^T I ? 
(g) 5® 5 # , %5f, TiKmi 
(IT) 3fq^M ^ ^ i f , =^Tf 
(sr) ^ if iilR^i, l^ s^ TT^  
(^) «Ttft ^T qr I^ TPT 
(€) arfk^ F fTt q^ l^qrq 
(?) fBf fT qr fart 
(JT) 3Tf^ IT qr f art 
10. qx Jr vm^ ^ ^m 5ir^ ssiT 1 ^ | ? 
(sf) f^ s^ra^  
(?r) ^T«T^ 
(?) t ^ 
(sr) l^iT, j^[w%^ 
(^•) ^ , =^ TTT TTSftn 
(9r) % ?^r 5?T 
(JT) f S *ft ^ 
12. mcTPmr % f^ m^^ spi ^JT^IT fen m^i | ? 
(sr) apTT, ifkr 
(ar) irtJT 'arffsfTfr/f^T 
(^) ?ir?fe^ 
(?) ^rr^^/q^w 
(JT) q^^ 
13. -gfiRf H m t (5??t^, arJ^^R, qf^^T) T^ CTHV Hrar ii ^ T n ^q?r«^ | ? 
(3T) qtrf><T 5?^" 3«n ^^ifer sm^R 
(gr) f © 5fci^, ^ ^ - ^H t qftfspT, sT^^ r^^  
(?T) % ?^f ara^R, q?cr^ sfffnrfiTcr 
(T) ^ ^ i l 
14. •ER if f^rf^ sr^ FR % JT'W ^qsp^q anf% fw:^^ mm ir ^jq^q | ? 
(ar) Tfert, ^ , fesT, Mt'^ ?52rrfe 
(?) tfejfr, ^ t , ??p? sTTfgr 
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[ 5 ] 
15. 
16. 
17. 
19. 
20. 
21, 
( T ) 5 ^ "inel JTT f © ^fi 
(sr) 3T^S! iR ^ ^"Wff, %cft/5qTTTT 
(3T) 3?CIT'3 TTt'^ 
(€) ^iT^srra 
(?) STTT?^ 
(sr) 3T?aTfcr 3TtpTT"^cT 
(31-) 3^^^^^ ( 20 ? t m ^ ) 
(?) srf^ (10-20?!^) 
(^) ?rmT^ (5-10 ?t^) 
(?) ^iT (1-5 ? ^ ) 
(?) 3R?;cT J^T ( 1 ?tm ^ ^^) 
'X%^H ^?T-^T I ? 
(at) t^, TT?, ^^, ?^^ , gn? 
(?) «TT?, W , t ^ 1 ^sftfT 
(?r) ??r 1 ^tfT m i ??r+1 TT?/^ ?f 
(?) 1 ??r/l JTi? 
(?) ^ T^ ^ff I 
?rT%cr^ I ? 
(3r) 3?c?fsr?r (^f ?y?) 
(?) srf?^ (1-2 ?t^r) 
(?r) g-PTP? (20-25 q-f) 
(?) w (4-5 ^^) 
(?) j s ^ f f 
•fecr?T ^^ f?T?T »T?T I ' 
(3T) ^fi ?T 3Tc?^ ar ^H 
(?) ^^ ^^ 
{^) m^T^ ^^ 
(?) 5Tf?fT^^ 
(?) STr?f?^ ^^?TT I 
TfT?TT % ^1=5^ ?ri?nTiTar: fe^=ft mf?^ ^fe^r??! T|?ft | 
(3T) 3rc?r? ^^^fe?rj?f 
(?) J^T ^fc^rf 
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(?r) ^mp^ sfrfe r^f |" ] 
(ST) srr^: 3r?rqT?T, ^^T^T it WTST^ T, ^ T T ^ ^ 3T?rqi?T, Tif^ ^ vfispr | ] 
('T) ^]Hi HTTJT ^T 3TF^F5^?T \ \ 
23. ffR T^ it TTTmsTTrT: ^ ifT |^<iT ^T^ | ? 
(3i) ^??r, iK\, ?i^, ^55ft, JTW, ? ^ arrf? I | 
(?) ^ w f s T^ iTt?r ?ft sTif? ^^ [ J 
(?T) ^r??r, vzr [ I 
(?) %qr?r =?T?^  2TT %??T fist, m?T iT5r [ J 
(T) aT^r?^^' m^T >^3ft 3nf? 1. J 
24. M^5r sf^ TT % qU^^^ T?T«rf ( ^H ?;^, ?fr, 'S^r, 5 t ^ 3{rf?) ^T % C I ^ ^T f^tT 
«p^^ I ? 
(3T) STcirf'T^  ^qzftT [ ] 
(?) Sffq^ ^tpftT [ J 
(^) HTHT^  ^T?tT [ 1 
(?) ^:^ gT?tT 1 ] 
(?) 3R??er f^T OT?tiT 1 1 
25. q-T it =?T? ^«n =?t?ft ^r ?TmT-? :^ fer^T ^T?tJT fen sn^r | ? 
(3f) 3T??r?^ I I 
(g) 3Tp;f^  I I 
( F ) ^ T 9 P ? [ J 
(?) ^ 1 1 
(?) 3Tc?f? ^T I J 
2 6 . anT f^?r a'fJTT % ?f^ ^T ^T?TT ^^% I ? 
(i?) ^^t, •^^, jft^re, 5^Tjft I I 
(?) ^d>, ^ fy^r? f© 5;?t . I I 
(^) gd>, J'^^R, sft^ft? r I 
(?) 3Tf?^ST ?[^t, f S ^TlTTft^ T I I 
(?) %?^ Jjat I I 
2 7 . irrT% q R ?f5r f=rcT l^ nr^rr if rr '' 
(iT) i{c?f?^ T?!"^ ^^  
(?) WcT 
(T) ?THP? 
(?) afT?I'^ ?T 
(?) Mf?r?qr ifqqrc^T 
2 8 . i i i q qT=T JT ^^TT qg?r^ | ? 
(ir) ?-iqi=T fT ??t 3r?T q:r irf-^q: 'jM-nii 
89 
[ 7 J 
(sr) 8-9 gq- ^ srig H ^^]^ I 
(^) 13-14 gq- qft 3n^ ^ ^mpir STITIT 1 
(T) 3r|cr ^nr qr ^ ^ I 
(sr) 'jm, T^ T, ^r??;, ^f^^rr, Tsrif, JT^SST^R'^  arrfe [ 
(?r) T r^, T r^rf I 
(IT) %^?f 3fT?^ ^ i 
30. arrtT 7f^ ?R ?^^ fti^r ari^ JT n^ r 2r ? 
(3T) <Tk ^ ^ 3rr5 ir [ 
(?) 6-8 ?^ ^ STT^  it I 
{^) 9-15 ^ ^ t an^ ir | 
(?) 16-25 ^ ^ arrj ^ I 
{^) ^4t ^ff TIT I 
31. 'R^mn ^ s rm f%^^ ftrwr srr^ ^ | ? 
(ST) ^ . tr. qr arfEr^  f 
(?) ^ f f ^ - ? ^ \ [ 
(^) firfe?r-fr^?^ I 
(5r) 7f^  f^^  I 
(JT) 5f^? i 
32. STTT ferm^r it fer^ ? ^ CT^  7?% x | ? 
(sr) 13-16 ^n msffti^ f 
(?) 10-12 ^^ , [ 
(H) 6-9,?^ [ 
(?) 5 ?^ f 
(?T) tT^ ?q m qr^ ?iff [ 
3 3. T ^ n^rq- 3nT f??n?nT it fecr^r T^ftsTfr T^% Sr ? 
(3f) 3Tc?fsT^  T??":^  [ 
(?) T??":^  I 
(?) ^nr 
(?) 3r???cT I^T 
34. T?^ ?T»T? 3rt-?nT^ "f % JTr«i srrT^ frt.jriTT H^??'^ T^^T T^T ? 
(ir) 3T??F^ 3F 
(?) 3Tf^^ 
(?f) ^mrmr 
( ? ) T^JT 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
] 
] 
] 
] 
1 
1 
] 
i 
] 
n 
[ 8 ] 
fer^ft ^f^ T^cft • ' I t ' 
(3T) aTcJrfaraF ^r=^ 
( f r ) OTTTFJr TTpgf 
(?) spJT ^f% 
3n?% ?rr8r q ^ ^T^T sfrrsft %ff sr^ r-?: % -^  ? 
(3T) gwt snRr % 
(^) arm? ^TRTJTI % 
(^) a m t ^ a : % 
(?) fJTT^ ^TfcT % 
(IT) 3RJT?CT f ^ ^ ^ i f ^ % (3T. ?flfiTcT) 
(3T) ^m rT«rT PT^T JTTT 
(^) %^?r T^cTT TT %^?f frcTT glTT 
(?T) I ^ J % fo^?R ?TTT 
(?) I?: ^ T fo%?TT 
( T ) arf^rft^ra in ST^JT^ %T. % ?F^f'4\ ^ ^ 
(3f) TTm-fqcTT ?tnlr % TW 
(?) T^cTT 2Tr fr^r % TT?T 
( H ) fxirf^n % 7Rr 
(?) 3;T % fT5%?R % tTT^  
( T ) arfirfr^?? m sT f^cT ?T % f T ? ^ R ^ ^m I J 
^^tnr t incrr-fTcTT/3rf(T^T5r^ 3nT% 3;qT fecT^ «TFT t% ^ ? 
(3T) 3TrJT?cT "WfRT I J 
( ? ) TJrf<<r 1 I 
(?r) ?rmpJT I ] 
(? ) artmf^ I ] 
(JT) 3T?qf^^ 3TTqf'=fr [ j 
(3T) sfc^rf^^ ^%? j I 
(?) srftf^ ??r| 1 J 
(?) srrof'^ cT ?H^ I I 
(JT) ^ ^ JfTT 511" 3T*fR [ I 
?^"T^ ^ 3nT% ^JTT ^r^i-f<T^i ^ r fqr^^i irgiTrTH^T KTT ? 
(ST) ifc^P^^ 3T^?THH (^?R^T ^%CT) I I 
(?) srfir^ 3f5!?TW? ( f ® ^ ? R ) | | 
( H ) ?j^2r I I 
(?) arqznc^, if?T3:, f^rifsr j | 
(?) 3T??f?^ irT?f>:?, f^tf^TT I j 
I 
1 
L 
1 
[ 
t: 
[ 
1 
\ 
\ 
] 
] 
] 
] 
\ 
1 
J 
1 
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(3r) 3l?!Tfqf^  [ 
(?) SfftT^ j 
(^) OT^TfJT I 
(^) ^^  I 
(IT) 3TrT'cT J^T [ 
43. ?=^ T?T IT ^> 3nT% HT^ ft ir ^ %?r stw^i % 2r ? 
(sr) ^•^\ ^iTmi % I 
(sr) srf^ RT srrRTqt % [ 
(?r) m^ 3fTf?T % [ 
(?) STT^ ^ f^T^^ I 
( T ) sm^ % 3TclFcT f ^ ^ [ 
44. ar^tR if 3Ti<T^ "t %?r^? ^ fer^ 3T^ ?rT f»T^T?TT »Tr ? 
(sr) 3T?JTf^ ^ 1 
(?) ^f^^ I 
(H) miTT'iT I 
(?) J^T I 
(?) 3fc?'cT ^^ [ 
45. ?^ -^ nT ^ srrtRJt ? T ^ T ^ ^T f^ rTRT SRHT fir^Rn «TT ? 
(3T) 3TC?PT^ f 
(? ) 3 T f ^ I 
(?T) m ^ " ? [ 
(?) w I 
(? ) 3Tc?^ T^TT I 
4^,—?^q? if ?T % ? t f^fT-f % arrq f^r «^TT-^ 5T?t g?^ ^ f%^?r 3T?^T fq"?r?T «TI ? 
(ST) 3Tc?ftr^  I 
(?) srf?^ I 
(?T) m^J^ r 
(?) I^T I 
(?) 3Tc?f^  J^T r 
4 7 . ?^iT^ if aTTTspT ?T % ? t m m % HT? ?iT^-feT% ^ fenT ST^^ T? |3TT | ? 
. (3T) 5Tr?P?f^  r 
(?) 3Tf?^ I 
(?r) ^imr? f 
(?) ^^ I 
(?) 3l-c?fcT ^JT I 
4 8 . ? ^ q ? if ^ % ^mf if VTTTT ^  ^T STR -^f ffr^^r 3T?ffT STIt:? ?>?r T^T I ? 
(3T) 3fc?ftRT r 
(?) srp?^ , 
(^) mrrp? |-
(?) ^IT ^ 
(?) 5Tr?;? W•^ 
02 
50 
51 
4 9 . 3fTT% TTcTr-fTcrr/arfvrm^sf: f^^^r ffrfiT ^ | ' : ' 
(sr) mcTT-fcTcIT q^ rfccT f5ir&T?T 
(5) fTcTI TJTT>Tr ftrfsTcT 
(?) frrrr srfwfeTcT 
(^) T^ ITCcT 
(^) ^mi'-Jf 
(?) 3PT!T?ca-
(?TJ 3 T c z r f ^ arTqfccT 
(?) TE^ 
(H) ^THF^ 
(?) f^ IT^ 
( IT) SRJTf^  f ^ H 
52 . 3rnT% TRrr-Pr^TT/offtrm^^ ^ ^rfrrfsr^ rrffr'^r ^ r | ? 
(3T) 3T?irfs^ 3^5^ 
(?) ^=5^ 
(^1 m^x^ 
(?) f^TT^ 
(IT) STcTftl^ ffTPT 
3TN% iTI3T-pTcTT/3Tf^ -»IT^^  % 3TTT?ft ^T^-^ #% | ' 
(3T) arcZRT sre^ 
(^) ST^Sj 
(?) ia"?:r? 
( IT) 3Tfir-~cT ^TT? 
( ? ) p^TT 
(?T) ^THT?? 
(?) arf^^ 
(JT) 3T?JTftr^  
aTT7% TmT-rT?ir/aTftT-*TT5r^  ^I f^Tf-:? ^HT | '' 
(ar) Trrcrr-frrTT ?pfi -T^CT: t?r '4 
(?) ??r4 
(?f) m^TP??: ???'<T 
(?) 5t?T?: STr?F4 
(ZT) (JTRTr-fT^T ?I?ff) Ti^ Tn: iT^^='4 
53 
54 
55 
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t i ' 1 
^ x'jr qia" I ITT 3Tf(Tsirfts ^x TT^ t ? 
(?) i^T 3Tfvr5irfffi [ 
•?5^ I ? 
(ar) sfczrfti^  [ 
(?) arfsi^ _ I 
(SET) mTpiT j 
. ( ? ) ^iT I' 
( T ) STC^TCT ^ ^ 1 
5 8 . 3TR% iTTcTT-fTcTT/srf^ TlTT^^ STTTfl- f^^^ ^ '^ ' f l? Tm | ? 
(ar) sfcT'cT ^'=^ 1 
(?) ^ ^ 1 
(^) ^npi r 1" 
(?) f^ TT^  fT^^^^n [ 
(T) 3TcZT?cr ft''^ JT^?^^t«Tr [ 
59. jmrr-ftTcTT/arf^ nTT?^  % ariT^ a m ^m-'^iT^ % wr^ t T^CRT f^??r^ ftr^f^TT 
(3T) SRJTf^ ^ [ 
(?) 3TRT^ [ 
(?r) OTiTFir I 
( ? ) ^^T [ 
(ZT) 3T??fcT ^IT j 
6 0 . JTT^r-fqcTT/srf^m?^ % HTST arrTSTT F^ cT^ TT f??T? JTf ST^fT ftcTT TfrTT | ? 
(3T) gga' ^^ .[ 
(?) ^T [ 
(?r) mm-JT [ 
( ? ) 3TF?Tq=r j ' 
(T) ? P 3TF?^ I 
61 . iiraT-FTOi STPT^T^^ % q-r%T r^^ TT'^ Tff: F^ fr^ T H|mn T^^ TT | ? 
(ST) STCITF??^ 1 
(?) STBT^ F I 
(^) Hmi'JT I 
(?) I^T j 
(?) ?|rT ^T j 
62. ariT '^t 3TT?T TH ^^ i^^T FTTT^ T^ "jfr gt q-mr | ? 
(3T) ? | ? :iT[^ :r-T - I 
(?) STF?^ j 
34 
3r) g p srftpT 
?) arfsfEF 
^) ^ir 
T ) ^ ^ ^^ 
66. [^TT -^ftiT% ^ amt ^®T ^ ^ T T^T^  5Ft ?^a?^^T F^t 3nq^ T^ST f^s^ft ^fr 
?) ^ ^ 
IT) ? | ^ ^fT 
•^) srfsr^ 
^ ) mfTT?JT 
?) ^ T 
I T ) ^ | C T ^TT 
69,. 3Tm srs^^ ^iH ^^JT €T JTI'^TJ J^EST f^a^^r irfr '^T Trcft | r 
(3T) ^ I ^ iTf-:T^ 
9' 
Et3 3 
(H) ?imF^ 
(?) ^H 
(T) 5r|^ j^TT 
(ar) ? | ^ sfftr^ 
(?) 3 r ^ 
(^) miH'JT 
(?) ^nr 
( T ) ? P ^ T 
(?) arftRT 
(ff) m^pJT 
(?) ^rr 
(?) ? p fTTT 
72. -JTr?^ % ?T^ if 3TTT fetRT ^"\=?^ I ? 
(3r) ? p sffe? 
(?) arf^ ^T 
(?) ?f?f ^nr 
(?) ^IT 
(^) ?mTP? 
73. STTT Hrsqr^cT: feT?T Tf^ | ? 
(3T) ? P arf?^ 
(?) STfir^ 
(^) ?rmF? 
(?) ^nr 
(?) ?|?T ^W 
74. m ^ T i m : sm^ t f?fvrvr ST^T; ^ ?f|3fif, ?7rT3ff, ?H^3ff snf? ^ fsfrcnrr ^ ? 
(3f) ? | ^ SrHfRT 
(?) arf?^ 
(?T) ^TTITT?? 
(?) ^IT 
(?) ? p I^T 
75. ??TT wm 3Titm fecT^ ^ s r r ^T^^ T^ | ? 
(3T) ?|cr 3jfk^ 
(?) srfcT^ 
(^) ?fRT^ 
(?) i^TT 
(?) ?frT q^ tT 
OS 
[ ] 
76. ??fT ^m F jTiq '^r f^ ^^ r^ ^If^^f^ JTFJT |T m€\ | ' ' 
(3r) ^ jpjT 
(g) arftr^ 
(?) ^^ 
( T ) ^ P JPJT 
77. anT ?iT«rR'TO: m'^ 3fm^> fe^r f=?f^ cT^  T ^ ? T ^T% | ? 
(ar) ^ i^sr fg^ 
(?r) HTifii^ JT 
(?) J^T 
(JT) ? P ^ I T 
78. ??TT ^>T a m ^ ft^€t !T5f^ r ^ ^ I ? 
(sr) ^|cr 3TfET5p 
(?) srftT^ 
(H) ^mrpTT 
(?) ^T 
(JT) ?fCT ^ ^ 
79. arrnrt an^ ^sr^ if 5Tf3fn^  qi^ ^T f^^T 3T^^T sn<:cr fan 
(ar) ^?T arf^^ 
(?) arf^ 
(?T) T^RT^ ir 
(?) T^ir 
( T ) ?|cf ^H 
(ar) ?f^ arssT 
( ? ) SfcST 
(H) ?mTT?? 
( ? ) T^TT ^ T T ? 
(T) ?fcr ^TT? 
(3T) ftr^TT, TfeifT, T^T=^ , %^^^ arrf? 
(H) "kfsm 
( ? ) %?f^? 
( ? ) ^ t ^ cTfr?rT 
82. 3nq-^ ~T sfT'^ 3 fT^ T^% JTn>^ =^T =r 3T^^?f ir fe^^'t f?F???T T |?T t ? 
(ST) 3Tc?f^ 
( ? ) arfifSfT 
(q-) ?TTKT'^  
( ? ) ^IT 
(if) g f^ ^ u 
^ / 
5 f 
97 
[ 15 ] 
86. 
89. 
(3T) ^ |?T T T 
(?T) TTTFIT 
(?) arffT^ 
(T) =?|?r 3TF^T^ 
STTTT/r ^R H ^W.X J^TJT, TJT?^  inf? ^F fe^^I 3T^ ?fT f^^^T | ? 
(3T) '^^\kw> 
(g) srr^^ 
(?f) »Tmr??T 
(T) ?|cr ^^ 
3IFT fer^ i^^STT-TTS ^T^ I ? 
(ar) g|cT 3T%^ 
(^) arfrT^ 
(K) Hmr^ 
(?) ^ ^ 
(T) ^I^ ^H 
(3T) ^ ^ 
(g-) sTr^ RJm 
(^) s^ riTFir 
(?) f^T 
(JT) g|cT J^T 
3n'T% qfr^TT ir fe^r^ ^ft^^-Jt^^T ft% | ? (% ?r?^n ^ t f^rft ^^^ n Tnfm 
(3T) ?fcr s^m: 
(?) srPr^ 
(^) HTTTrq-
(?) T^T 
(^) ^ | 3 I^T 
(sr) ^vft 
( ? ) arf^ ^T^ 
(=^ ) HTTPIT 
(tr) g^ cT J^T 
(sr) ^ ^ ^r 
(?) arf^ r^  api 
(^) ^TTTT^ 
(?) ^nr ^i 
(?) ? s^ ^nr^T 
JiTT TI^ fT?r I ? 
38 
[ 16 ] 
90. anq^r ©srr qr^ ff sp\^-^Vr ?T ?f?T qt H ^ | ? 
(sr) ? r^ 
(?) arfsr^ 
(?r) fTwr^ 
(^) ^T 
(T) ^ J^T 
91 . 3Trq %^-%^ ^tif % g-i«T E^TTTqrf q^ t s ^ | ? 
( 3 T ) ^ ^ ^ ? T 
(?) arfer 
(H) ?rmF!T 
(?) ^nr 
(?) ?|^-^JT 
92. %5r-f%ff 5rT% % "^TIT 3nq% ?rT^  =?TTqrf qT t s ^ | ? 
(ar) ?r^ 
(^) srfsT^ 
(^) mnj^ 
(?) ^^ 
(?) ? p i^T 
93. ^ ? ? srrf^ % Ht?f % ^ R ! if 3Trq % ^ ^ T vrFr %^ | ? 
(ar) ^ arfq^ 
(?) 3 r ^ 
(ff) ?rnTF? 
(?) ^m 
(?) ? | ^ ^?ir 
94. 5fe?rT/??T/?t? % ^ mf if arrq^r f^^?r T 5 ? ? , | ? 
(3T) 3T??f^^ 
(?) 3rftT^ 
(?f) ?rmF? 
(?) ^ T 
(? ) 3Tc??^ ^IT 
9 5 . irf?/5|?% Jf 3TTq^ fejT^t T^fTlF^ Tf: qf=T':5T/?Ti:rrr^  I ? 
(3T) 3Tc??cr^ J=5^ 
(?) ^=5^ 
(?r) HHTTf? 
(?) f ^^ 
( ? ) 3Tc?f^ f?f?I 
96. ?T^ T % ?n? snq^T fe^r ?Tfq^ T^^T | ? 
(3f) 3Tc?f?sfr 
(^) 3rf?^ 
(?T) m m ? ? 
(?) ^K 
(?) ? | rr ^JT 
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ANSWER-SHEET 
Hisra & Tripathi's Prolonged Deprivation Scale (PDS) 
srm (Name)— 
»rf2r/«J>5?^ (Village)— 
fifrSTT (Education)— 
^9rrFf^ ^X (Marital Status)— 
TTCTT ^r ^mr (Father's name) — 
fsTSTT (Education) — 
flI5 (Age)— 
jfrfrT (Caste)— 
oT^ HTJT (Occupation) — 
3TT3 (Age)— 
54^^T (Occupation)— 
AREA-WISE SCORES ON P D S 
Deprivation Area Nos. 
I. Housing condiiion 
2. Home environment 
3. Economic sufiBciency 
4. Food 
5. Clothing 
6. Formal educational excpcricnces 
7. Childhood experiences 
8. Rearing experiences 
9. Parental characteristics 
1 0 Interaction with parents 
1 I . Motivational experiences 
12. Emotional experiences 
1 3. Religious experiences 
14. Travel and recreation 
1 5. Socio-cultural experiences 
_ . . . « • 
Items 
1 to 6 
7 to 14 
15 to 21 
22 to 25 
26 to 29 
30 to 36 
37 to 41 
4 2 to 48 
49 to 55 
56 to 61 
62 to 72 
73 to 80 
81 to 84 
85 to 87 
88 to 96 
Total Score 
Factor A Score 
[ Factor B Score 
Score 
^ ^ 
1- T ^ ^ cI lHM^u f % 
^ ^ 8 8 8 8 8 E E E 8 8 
3 - j^Fcg^nifft E E E 8 8 8 E E E 8 
V f ^ f - ^ 8 8 E 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
5- -5^^^ ^^ ^rwr ^ 8 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
6- HTWTT^ 8 8 8 8 ^ 8 8 8 8 8 
7- Tt^ wTT^^ ^(Tw 8 8 8 E 8 8 8 8 8 8 
8- r m x i 8 8 8 8 b 8 8 E E E 
9- r p n . q f T ^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 , 8 8 
10- m-^-f"^ ' 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1 1 - ^ T T CPT ^ n ^^ ^Tcrr 8 8 8 8 8 8 E E E E 
12- 3Tqt^ 8 E 8 E E 8 8 E 8 8 
15- ^TTR ?^^ 8 8 8 8 S 8 8 8 8 8 
I V ^zjr=fti 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
15- P=Ti7TT 5 8 8 8 8 8 E 8 8 5 
1 6 - 1 ^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
17- ^ f r w iR- ag^ ^rHr 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
18- ^^^rft ' 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
19- 3T^ 3Tc=rr 8 8 8 8 i^ 8 8 8 8 S 
20- vf^T^nr 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
2 1- e-rmrnn 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
22- ^rsT^P^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 J 8 
= ^ \fn 
2v p . ^ g ^ 8 S S E E 8 g E 
25- q P r ^ ^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
26- q ^ ^ ^ ^rw . 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
27- f ^ s ^ ^ ^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
28- ^ w ^ j 8 8 8 5 8 8 8 8 8 
2^ amrrq TO^ 8 8 8 8 
30- ?itT ^Tft^ n^=iT 8 8 8 8 
3 1- sW.ST^.^i^IHtT 8 8 8 8 
32- ^rrr^ cTTHT 8 8 8 8 
33- ^ W ^ ^ ^ ^R iT g 
3A- ?15iT^ 
35- grr^^ 
36- uTTST^ 8 8 8 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 
37- P ^ € r 
38- r i T ^ g P^i^n^ ^^ ^(vm- 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
39- T ^ # ^Pf^ci ^ ^ 
^ T w 8 8 8 
AO- ? l T t T ^ ^ 8 8 ^ 
4 1 - # q ^ ^ 11 gr irr 8 8 8 E '• 8 8 8 8 8 
42- ^ ^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
43- ^ r g 5? aiT^^ T^TTT g 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
4 ^ ^^rr^iPri^ny ^ ^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
45- ^ 4 t 8 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
46- ?i?^ftTi I I I I 8 8 8 8 S 8 
47- i ^T r^^e -n =1 ^ ^ ^ r r n - 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
48- ^ifT 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
ACK T i r q ^ n 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
Pq?rr/v5iP^T5-Tr^5 ^ qyP^^ sirq — 
